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Abstract
Using modeling techniques for software development processes establishes a basis to design
sizable systems and to gain an easy way of maintaining this system during its serviceable
life. In the last decade the Unified Modeling Language UML became the standard modeling
language in computer science providing several diagram techniques for modeling software
systems, which are unified in just one language defined by the UML meta-model.
This thesis places Sequence Diagrams, which are a part of the UML, on a formal basis
allowing to ensure consistency and to generate a syntax directed editor for this diagram
technique. The definition uses the categorical framework of graph transformations in the
way that a graph grammar delivers the rules for creating the desired diagrams. As the
rules are based on the double pushout approach they deliver a widely analyzed formal
background and in combination with controll structures they allow to create complex
structures. Therefore the definition of a controlled graph grammar is introduced and
instantiated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sequence Diagrams are a modeling technique to define parts of the dynamic behavior of
a system. They are included in the Unified Modeling Language UML and defined in its
superstructure [7], which is divided into the following three parts:
1 The structure part provides diagram techniques to define the static structure of a system
including the well known and widely used class diagrams.
2 Dynamic aspects of a system can be specified with diagrams of the behavior part. It
allows to define e.g. Activities, Interactions, and State Machines by the common
diagram types Activity Diagrams, Sequence Diagrams, and State Machine Diagrams.
3 Finally the last part ”supplement” supports the customization of the diagram techniques
for specific domains and platforms on the one hand, and on the other hand auxiliary
constructs, like templates and primitive types.
The devision of static and dynamic behavior diagram techniques is fundamental in
computer science and especially in formal specification techniques. For instance algebraic
high level nets [13] consist of the components data signature for the structure and equations
together with a petrinet for specifying the behavior of a system. As Sequence Diagrams
belong to Part 2 of the UML they specify parts of the behavior. Objects of a system may
communicate and the sequence of these interactions can be defined via Sequence Diagrams.
The objects are instances of a class, which is already defined in a class diagram. Beside
this connection to class diagrams of Part 1 a Sequence Diagram may also use behavior
specifications of other diagrams in Part 2. These connections are important to analyze
syntactic consistency between different diagrams.
Consistency between different models is very valuable as some failures of the implementation can be prevented in the early design phase. A typical inconsistency between
two diagrams of a model is shown in the following Figures 1.1 and 1.2. The class diagram
defines the structure and in the example it consists of two classes: Person and System,
where a ”Person” has the knowledge of a password in the form of an attribute ”pwd”. The
”System” offers the possibility for external objects to log in this system by the operation
”login” with a parameter ”pass”. A problem occurrs in Figure 1.2 as the operation ”login”
is called on the one hand with the attribute ”userName” of the person ”p” for the parameter ”uname” and on the other hand by the word ”pass” for the parameter ”pass”. The
real system would always reject the login as the value of ”pass” is not determinable.
5
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Figure 1.1: Class diagram for the login example

Figure 1.2: Sequence Diagram for the login example
Two reasons could cause such a modeling failure. The first possibility is a forgotten
parameter ”pass” for the enclosing Sequence Diagram, which is a part of a more complex
interaction. But the alternative is a primitive mistyping of the intended attribute ”pwd”
because the modeler mixed up the parameter ”pass” of ”login()” and the attribute ”pwd”
of ”Person”. Unfortunately it is not easy to deduce the intention of the developer for
automatic analysis and the developer himself may have to search a long time till he finds
this mistyping.
The current UML specification of Sequence Diagrams was created by taking the MOF
approach defined in [6]. In contrast to this descriptive definition the language LSD of
graphs representing Sequence Diagrams is defined in Part II of this thesis by a graph
transformation system to provide a formal and constructive definition. A type graph
defines the general structure of a language element. Applying a sequence of rules to a start
graph in conformance to the type graph generates a concrete element. Therefore graph
transformation delivers a powerful basis for creating and parsing correct instances of a
visual language. Part I presents the foundations of graph transformation on the one hand
and an overview over the descriptive definition of UML Sequence Diagrams on the other
hand.
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Figure 1.3: Application of the thesis
The conformance of LSD and the original definition is shown in Part III. It also describes
the advantages of the definition via graph transformation. Consistency between different
diagrams is supported, such that mistyped labels as in the described example above are
not possible. The mode of operation of this prevention is described in Section 7.7. An
automatic generation of an editor for the modeling process is in progress to supply an easy
to use tool, which uses the formal approach in the background.
The conception of the thesis connects the application of the formal approach of graph
transformation systems to the common modeling language UML to gain on the one hand
formal analysis possibilities and on the other hand the future goal of an automatically
generated editor as visualized in Figure 1.3 and which is described in Chapter 8.

8
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Part I
Graph Transformation and UML
Sequence Diagrams
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11
The visual language of Sequence Diagrams was defined by the Object Management
Group and their contributors. The redefinition of this language using the approach of
graph transformations is named LSD and leads to some advantages. It provides on the one
hand a strict formal definition and on the other hand possibilities for analysis in means
of consistency checks between diagrams and it constitutes the basis for an automatically
generated editor.
The syntax of a formal language describes how its elements look like or how they can be
constructed. As the UML is defined in the first way all elements have to fulfill the pattern,
which is described. Chapter 3 contains this description and shows on the one hand the
concrete syntax elements of Sequence Diagrams, as they are defined in the UML superstructure [7] in Chapter 14. It defines how the diagram elements look like. On the other
hand it shows the abstract syntax of UML Sequence Diagrams, which provides all necessary information for the semantics of a diagram and leaves out the concrete information of
the figure elements like positions and figure types.
LSD is defined in Part II in a constructive way using graph transformations of directed
graphs. These transformations are controlled by a set of rules with a left and a right hand
side. The left hand side of a rule describes the pattern in a graph, where some parts shall
be deleted and others shall be added and the right hand side defines the preserved and
the new elements in this pattern. Applying a rule is restricted by the gluing condition. It
prevents e.g. dangling edges, which do not have a source node or a target node. Figure 1.4
shows a visualized schema of a rule, which alters the graph of the left hand side to become
the right hand side. Circles, which are connected by lines indicate the graph structure. The
underlying pictures show the meant representation of the graphs in the modeled domain.
They indicate which elements are deleted and which added. The rule in this example
launches the body of a ship from the supporting stand into the water.

Figure 1.4: Visualization of a rule
A direct transformation, that uses this rule, can then launch a whole ship including
the sail into the water, like it is visualized in Figure 1.5. The connection of the graph on
the left hand side of the rule to its context graph part in the applied graph is preserved.
Therefore the ship’s body in this example remains connected to its sail. A graph rule can
rewrite parts of a graph like a rule of a formal language rewrites parts of a word, but
with additional conditions. It is possible and useful to restrict the application of a rule to
graphs, that shall be transformable by this rule. In this example the condition, that there
has to be a valid authorization for launching the ship, would be appropriate.

12

Figure 1.5: Visualization of a transformation by the rule of Figure 1.4
A variety of approaches for formal graph transformations have been developed. The
next chapter shortly introduces the approach with the categorical framework of a double
pushouts in the category of typed attributed graphs, which is based on the abstract theory
of Adhesive High Level Replacement Systems (AHLR) as they are defined in [5].

Chapter 2
Typed Attributed Graph
Transformation
Graphs are used for describing the structure of systems in many areas, not only in computer
science but also in mathematical and economic sciences. Relations between different graphs
can be simple inclusions, similarity or with more complexity a sequence of altering rules,
which transform one graph to another. The latter relation will be defined in this chapter
by using a formal categorical framework.
Apart from the structure of a system it is important to describe the data values, that can
be changed during the lifetime of this system. A combination of the structural and the value
information to an integrated specification is the extension of graphs to attributed graphs.
The following section defines these graphs, but in addition with typing and inheritance.
Type restrictions to graphs allow to distinguish between different parts in this graph and
inheritance information represent hierarchy aspects of a system.
Section 2.2 specifies the steps for transforming one graph into another, which is the basis
for defining a graph grammar, that generates a formal language with graphs as its elements
starting with a start graph. An extension of applying a rule to transform a graph is using a
transformation unit. It allows to apply some rules in a certain sequence controlled by some
operators. Whenever a language contains elements, which are not reachable by applying
a single rule to a graph of the language these transformation units are very helpful. As
the language consists of all elements, which are reachable from the start graph by a rule,
either there are more elements or less than in the desired language. A grammar using
transformation units consists of all elements which are reachable by transformation units
and therefore allows these complex structures.
Beside transformation units also the amalgamation of rules [16] or nonterminals could
achieve these structures. Nonterminals in a reduced form can specify a flag, which indicates,
that the transformation process is started and a checking rule may deletes this flag, if a
valid instance is reached. But transformation units are a very intuitive and concise way of
combining rules, such that this approach is taken.

2.1

Typed Attributed Graphs with Inheritance

Syntactical entities of a language can be modeled by graphs, which may be visualized
by dots, representing their nodes, and connecting arrows for the directed edges between
13
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them. There may be parallel edges, but also loops, which leave and enter the same node.
Formal definitions in this chapter originate from the book ”Fundamentals of Algebraic
Graph Transformation” [5] in Chapters 2 and 9.
Definition 2.1 (Graph). A graph G = (V, E, source, target) consists of a set V of nodes
(also called vertices), E of edges and two functions source, target : E → V , the source
and target functions.
source

E

3+ V

target

The integration of value information is realized by additional attribute nodes, which
are connected by new edges. This integrated graph is called E-graph.
Definition 2.2 (E-Graph). An E-graph G with G = (VG , VD , EG , EN A , EEA , (sourcej ,
targetj )j∈{G,N A,EA} ) consists of sets
• VG and VD called graph and data nodes,
• EG , EN A , EEA called graph, node attribute, and edge attribute edges, and source and
target functions
• sourceG : EG → VG , targetG : EG → VG for graph edges,
• sourceN A : EN A → VG , targetN A : EN A → VD for node attribute edges and
• sourceEA : EEA → EG , targetEA : EEA → VD for edge attribute edges.
sourceG

< EG

y
yyy

targetG

sourceEA

y
yyy
EEA QQ
QQQ
Q

targetEA
QQ

QQQ
QQ(

VD

2, VG

bEEE
E

sourceEE
NA

EE

mmm
mmm
target
m NA
mmm
mv mm

EN A

The data elements themselves are structured by the use of algebras, such that the
data nodes represent some elements of the carrier sets of an specific data algebra. A data
signature defines the structure of the data algebra in the way that it delivers the skeleton
of it. An E-graph together with a suitable algebra to a given data signature forms an
attributed graph.
Definition 2.3 (Attributed Graph). Let DSIG = (SD , OPD ) be a data signature with
0
attribute value sorts SD
⊆ SD . An attributed graph AG = (G, D) consists of an E-graph
G together with a DSIG-algebra D such that ]s∈SD0 Ds = VD .
As algebras may contain some carrier sets only for generating more complex sets, the
corresponding sorts in the signature are not needed in the attributed graph and therefore
0
the set of used sorts SD
may be restricted in comparison to SD . For transforming attributed
graphs it is necessary to define a simple relation between these graphs. The concept
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of categories delivers a framework, that has objects, which are related by morphisms.
The objects are in this case the attributed graphs and the morphisms attributed graph
morphisms. The steps for defining these morphisms is to concern first graphs, then Egraphs and finally attributed graphs.
Definition 2.4 (Graph Morphism). Given graphs G1 , G2 with Gi = (V i , E i , sourcei , targeti )
for i = 1, 2. A graph morphism f : G1 → G2 , f = (fV , fE ) consists of two functions
fV : V 1 → V 2 and fE : E 1 → E 2 that preserve the source and target functions, i.e.
fV ◦ source1 = source2 ◦ fE and fV ◦ target1 = target2 ◦ fE .
E1

source1
target1

fE

(=)

E2

source2



target2

,2

V1
fV


2, V 2

Definition 2.5 (E-Graph Morphism). Consider E-graphs G1 and G2 with Gk = (VGk ,
k
k
k
k
VDk , EGk , EN
A , EEA , (sourcej , targetj )j∈{G,N A,EA} ) for k = 1, 2. An E-graph morphism f :
1
2
G → G is a tuple (fVG , fVD , fEG , fEN A , fEEA ) with fVi : Vi1 → Vi2 and fEj : Ej1 → Ej2 for
i ∈ {G, D}, j ∈ {G, N A, EA} such that f commutes with all source and target functions,
e.g. fVG ◦ source1G = source2G ◦ fEG .
Definition 2.6 (Attributed Graph Morphism). For two attributed graphs AG1 =
(G1 , D1 ) and AG2 = (G2 , D2 ) an attributed graph morphism f : AG1 → AG2 is a pair
f = (fG , fD ) with an E-graph morphism fG : G1 → G2 and an algebra homomorphism
0
.
fD : D1 → D2 such that (1) commutes for all s ∈ SD
Ds1_

fD,s

(1)



VD1

fG,VD

/ D2
s _

/V2
D

Attributed graph morphisms are used in Section 2.2 for transformations but they are
also the basis for defining a type graph, which restricts the structure of graphs in a system.
Definition 2.7 (Typed Attributed Graph and Typed Attributed Graph Morphism). Given a data signature DSIG, an attributed type graph is an attributed graph
AT G = (T G, Z), where Z is the final DSIG-algebra. A typed attributed graph (AG, t)
over AT G consists of an attributed graph AG together with an attributed graph morphism
t : AG → AT G. A typed attributed graph morphism f : (AG1 , t1 ) → (AG2 , t2 ) is an
attributed graph morphism f : AG1 → AG2 such that t2 ◦ f = t1 .
AT
: GdHH
HH t2
vv
v
HH
vv (=)
HH
v
v
H
vv
/ AG2
1
AG
t1

f
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The following examples of attributed graphs are shown in a compact notation according
to UML class diagrams, where the attributes are written underneath the corresponding
nodes or edges, respectively. This notation is also used in the graph transformation tool
AGG for attributed graph grammars, which is used in the Tiger project as described in
Chapter 8.
Example of an Attributed Type Graph: The Structure of the German Legislature The German parliament consists of natural persons, who are in most cases also
members of parties. These parties have a chairman and can form a fraction in the parliament, if they get enough votes.

Figure 2.1: Type graph for the parliament in Germany

Example of an Attributed Graph: An Abbreviation of the Concrete Structure
of the German Legislature in 2004 In 2004 the German parliament consisted of these
fractions and three further members, not connected to a fraction. The Figure 2.2 shows
only one member per fraction, because the full parliament had 601 members.

Figure 2.2: Attributed graph typed over Figure 2.1
Abstraction and hierarchic structuring are useful methods for increasing the comprehensibility of a model leading in many cases to a faster and more secure development process,
but also in average to smaller and more concise specifications. Node type inheritance for
type graphs empowers the modeler to define generalized and abstract nodes. These nodes
are used to keep common information together and their relation represents hierarchical
dependencies to the other nodes. The benefits of decreasing the size and increasing the
comprehensibility occur usually at larger model specifications.
Definition 2.8 (Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance). An attributed type
graph with inheritance AT GI = (T G, Z, I, A) consists of an attributed type graph AT G =

2.1. TYPED ATTRIBUTED GRAPHS WITH INHERITANCE
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(T G, Z), where T G is an E-graph T G = (T GVG , T GVD , T GEG , T GEN A , T GEE A , (sourcei ,
0
targeti )i∈{G,N A,EA} ) with T GVD = SD
and Z the final DSIG-algebra, and an inheritance
graph I = (IV , IE , s, t), with IV = T GVG , and a set A ⊆ IV , called abstract nodes. For
each node n ∈ IV the inheritance clan is defined by
∗
clanI (n) = { n0 ∈ IV | ∃ path n0 → n in I } ⊆ IV with n ∈ clanI (n).
The inheritance graph I delivers all generalization relations between the nodes of the
type graph T G. Abstract nodes in A define node types, which are not used for graph
instances typed over this type graph. These nodes will be helpful to reduce the amount of
rules for transforming graphs, as one abstract rule may define many concrete rules. The visual representation integrates the inheritance graph I into T G by indicating generalization
edges by framed bold white arrow heads.
Definition 2.9 (Concrete Instance of AT GI). A concrete instance of an attributed
type graph with inheritance AT GI is an attributed graph typed over the concrete closure
dG, i.e. (AG, type : AG → AT
dG).
AT
This closure is gained out of the inheritance graph I and the function clanI . A typed
attributed graph morphism for graphs typed over AT GI has to be compatible with the
dG.
extended type morphism to the concrete closure AT
Example of an Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance: The Structure of
the German Legislature The concrete closure of this type graph is equivalent to the
type graph depicted in Figure 2.1. ”NamedElement” is an abstract node and defines the
attribute ”name” for all other classes, thus this attribute has not to be defined for each
class separately.

Figure 2.3: Type graph for the parliament in Germany using inheritance
The type graph in Figure 2.3 describes the structure for an arbitrary parliament in the
past 50 years in Germany and for all those which will come as long as the constitution is
not changing in this point. But the relation between two periods is not present.
For reusing the information of a graph the next section describes the transformation of
one to another. Some parts will be preserved and others altered or created, respectively. In
means of the German legislature this would deliver the possibility to keep all information
connected to a former member of the parliament, if this member was again elected for
the new period. So the parliament has not to be created completely, but has only to be
altered by removing some past members and adding some new ones. Many systems in the

18
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real world can be reused, so it is a nearly natural idea to reuse models. The language of
Sequence Diagrams contains all models, that describe interactions and are typed over its
type graph. These models are generated by applying rules of the grammar GGSD to a
valid model, in the simplest case to the empty start graph. Therefore the reuse of models
is widely used in graph grammars.

2.2

Typed Attributed Graph Transformation Systems

Graph transformation systems in general are used for model transformations as the one in
Chapter 6, but especially for defining a graph grammar, which generates a language. A
grammar for a language of typed attributed graphs, as it has been defined in the previous
section, consists of a type graph, a start graph and rules, to be able to generate each
language element by applying a sequence of rules to the start graph. A rule is called graph
production and can be applied to a graph. This application is called direct transformation
and delivers a new graph H out of G.
Definition 2.10 (Typed Attributed Graph Production). Given an attributed type
graph AT G with data signature DSIG a typed attributed graph production, short producl
r
tion, p = (L ← K → R) consists of typed attributed graphs L, K and R with common
DSIG-algebra TDSIG (X), the DSIG-termalgebra with variables X, and injective typed attributed graph morphisms l : K → L, r : K → R where the DSIG-part of l and r is the
identity on TDSIG (X).
A production is defined by the morphisms l and r. They have the common domain K
called gluing graph and its name originates from the German word ”Klebegraph”, which
is just the translation. Everything in K is preserved and the things in L but not in K are
deleted by the production. As R may also be larger than K all additional elements are
added by the production.
Example of a Graph Production: Deleting a Member of the Parliament The
rule ”deleteMemberOfParliament” deletes the edge ”member of parliament” of a Person
to his fraction, so that the whole graph after its application represents a parliament with
one member less than before. For removing members, who are not integrated in a fraction,
there has to be another rule. The numbers for the nodes indicate the morphisms l and r,
thus the gluing graph contains these numbered elements and the connecting edges, which
also occur in R.

Figure 2.4: Graph rule, which deletes one memeber of the parliament

2.2. TYPED ATTRIBUTED GRAPH TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS
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The left hand side L of a production describes the graph elements, which have to be
found in the existing graph for applying this rule. The difference between L and K will
be deleted and all new elements in R will be added to this graph. An abstract rule has
nodes, whose type is an abstract node. It is equivalent to the concrete rules for each
specialization and therefore reduces the amount of rules. Abstract nodes must not be
created, but only used by a rule. The application of a production to a graph is called
direct graph transformation.
Definition 2.11 (Typed Attributed Graph Transformation). Given a production
l
r
p = (L ← K → R) as defined above and a typed attributed graph G with typed attributed
graph morphism m : L → G, called match. A direct typed attributed graph transformation
p,m
G ⇒ H from G to a typed attributed graph H is given by the following double pushout
(DPO) diagram in the category AGraphsATG , where (1) and (2) are pushouts.
Lo
m

l
(1)



K


/R

r

k (2)



n

Go f D g /H
A sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ . . . ⇒ Gn of direct typed attributed graph transformations is called
∗
a typed attributed graph transformation and is denoted as G0 ⇒ Gn .
H results by deleting everything, which is reached by L in G but not by K in D and
adding all new elements of R. The double pushout approach was already defined in [4].
Applying a rule depends on the gluing condition, which prevents dangling edges and the
deletion of elements identified by m.
Example of a Graph Transformation: Deleting a Member of the Parliament
In Figure 2.5 is applied the rule ”deleteMemberOfParliament()” to the graph G. The
graph does not represent a complete parliament, but two members of a fraction, which are
assigned to be representatives of their party in the parliament. One person has to leave
the parliament and he is selected by the match m. The numbers of the nodes indicate the
morphisms and therefore the person ”Willy Brandt” is chosen to leave.
Furthermore extra conditions for a rule can be defined, such that its application is
restricted to matches m, which fulfill these conditions.
Definition 2.12 (Application Condition). An atomic application condition over a
typed attributed graph L is of the form P (x, ∨i∈I xi ), where x : L → X and xi : X → Ci
with i ∈ I for some index set I are (typed) graph morphisms. An application condition
over L is a Boolean formula over atomic application conditions over L.
xi

/C
t i
t
II (=)
t
(=) t
II
t
p
ttq
m III
I$  ztttt i

L III
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A typed attributed graph morphism m : L → G satisfies an application condition acc, written m |= acc, if acc = P (x, ∨i∈I xi ) and for all injective typed attributed graph morphisms
p : X → G with p ◦ x = m there exists an i ∈ I and an injective typed attributed graph
morphism qi : Ci → G with qi ◦ xi = p.
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Figure 2.5: Graph transformation, which deletes a memeber of the parliament in G
For prohibiting a pattern in a graph when applying a rule a negative application condition is appropriate.
Definition 2.13 (Negative Application Condition). A simple negative application
condition is of the form N AC(x), where x : L → X is a typed attributed graph morphism.
A typed attributed graph morphism m : L → G satisfies N AC(x) if there does not exist an
injective typed attributed graph morphism p : X → G with p ◦ x = m.
A positive application condition P AC(x) for a rule demands a pattern in a graph for
its application and is just the negation of a negative application condition.
Definition 2.14 (Positive Application Condition). A simple positive application condition is of the form P AC(x), where x : L → X is a typed attributed graph morphism. A
typed attributed graph morphism m : L → G satisfies P AC(x) if there exists an injective
typed attributed graph morphism p : X → G with p ◦ x = m.
Visualized rules with application conditions have a compact notation. The morphism x
is implicit by the numbers of the nodes that are identified. The graph X is the visualized
part of NAC or PAC together with all missing parts of L. This leads to a compact and
concise notation.
Considering an attributed type graph with inheritance AT GI the definition of a production has to be extended. The morphisms l and r have to be typed morphisms to AT GI,
where x, xi may refine nodes. As abstract nodes do not appear in concrete graphs they are
not allowed to be created by a rule. The application of a rule needs an extend definition
for a direct transformation. While f and g have to be typed over AT GI the morphisms
m, k, n, p and qi may additionally refine nodes. This means, that if m refines n1 with type
t1 to n2 with type t2 , then the clan clanI (t2 ) must contain t1 .
Languages can be defined by a graph grammar as defined below. Its elements are
generated by applying some rules to the start graph.
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Figure 2.6: Graph transformation with application condition
Definition 2.15 (Typed Attributed Graph Grammar with Inheritance). A typed
attributed graph grammar GG = (AT GI, P, S) consists of a type graph AT GI, a set of
typed attributed graph productions P and an attributed start graph S typed over AT GI.
The typed attributed graph language L of GG is defined by L = { G | ∃ typed attributed
∗
graph transformation S ⇒ G }.
Complex language elements are sometimes the result of applying several rules in sequence to another element of the language. If the language shall not include the intermediate results these rule sequences have to be combined to create more complex rules,
achieving the desired element in one step. This goal can be achieved by transformation
units as in [10], which can be used for transformation systems in general. But the specifics
of the system type have to be defined by the corresponding transformation approach.
Definition 2.16 (Graph Transformation Approach). A graph transformation approach is a tuple A = (G, R, ⇒, C, E) where
• G is a class of graphs,
• R is a class of rules,
• ⇒ is a rule application operator yielding a binary relation ⇒r ⊆ G ×G for each r ∈ R,
• C is a class of control conditions such that each C ∈ C specifies a binary relation
SEME (C) ⊆ G × G for each mapping E : ID → 2G×G and
• E is a class of graph class expressions such that each X ∈ E specifies a set SEM (X) ⊆ G.
The graph transformation approach defines in general which kinds of graphs, rules and
conditions shall be allowed. The operator SEM for the semantics is defined inductively,
meaning that a condition over rules can be evaluated step wise. A transformation unit
uses these classes and specifies which of these elements it needs.
Definition 2.17 (Transformation Unit). A transformation unit over an approach
A = (G, R, ⇒, C, E) is a tuple tu = (I, T, R, C, U ) where
• I is an initial graph class expression,
• T is a terminal graph class expression,
• R is a set of rules,
• C a control condition and
• U is a set of imported transformation units.
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I and T define subsets of E to restrict the possible matches for a transformation unit
meaning that a transformation unit is applicable, if the used graph is an initial graph
and the resulting graph belongs to the set of T . The combined rules, which are applied,
constitute R and the structure of the composition is defined by C, which can also use
imported transformation units of U .
As this thesis uses typed attributed graph transformations with node type inheritance
and does not need all features of transformation units the used graph transformation
approach AT A = (GT A , RT A , ⇒T A , CT A , ET A ) with
- GT A = the class of typed attributed graphs,
- RT A = the class of productions as in definition 2.10,
- ⇒T A is a rule application operator according to transformations as in definition 2.11,
- CT A is the set RuleExp of rule expressions defined below and
- ET A = { all }, meaning that all graphs of GT A shall be allowed.
Let N be a nonterminal, which can be substituted to a name of a rule in R, then a rule
expression E ∈ RuleExp has the following structure in BNF:
E :== N | (E ; E) | !(E)
The application of two rule expressions in a sequence is defined by the operator ”;”,
whereas ”!” demands, that its operand has to be applied as long as possible. The following
definition of simple transformation units reduces the general definition of transformation
units to allow on the one hand the usage of control structures of CAT GI , but which takes
no advantage of restrictions via initial or terminal graph class expressions.
Definition 2.18 (Simple Transformation Unit). Given an attributed type graph with
inheritance AT GI. A simple transformation unit stu = (R, C, U ) is a transformation unit
tu over the approach AT A with tu = (all, all, R, C, U ). R is a set of rules, which are used
by stu. C is a controll condition over R, U , and the two operators ”;” and ”!”, and U is
the set of imported simple transformation units.
Reconsidering the transformation system of the German parliament the next figures
show how a simple transformation unit can be used and how it is visualized in this thesis.
The rule deleteM emberOf P arliament() removed the connection between a person and
his party of the type ”memberOfParliament”, such that this person is no longer a member
of the parliament.
Figure 2.8 now defines a simple transformation unit for changing a member of a parliament. It uses the two rules ”addMemberOfParliament()” of Figure 2.7 and ”deleteMemberOfParliament()” of Figure 2.5.
After applying ”changeMemberOfParliament()” the new graph has a new member and
one old member less in the general case. Of course the new one can be the same person,
which were deleted.
As the definition of a typed attributed graph grammar includes no transformation
units this definition has to be extended for using simple transformation units to define a
language. Therefore the term controlled graph grammar is introduced basing on controlled
graph transformations.
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Figure 2.7: Rule for adding a member to the parliament

Figure 2.8: Simple transformation unit for changing a member of the parliament
Definition 2.19 (Controlled Graph Transformation). Given a simple transformation unit stu = (R, C, U ) and a typed attributed graph G with match m : L → G, where L
belongs to the first rule in C. A direct controlled graph transformation is a typed attributed
graph transformation with inheritance from G to H where stu describes the sequence of
rules, which have to be applied to G. The transformation can be performed if for all transformation steps there are matches for the rules, and the rules can be applied.
A sequence G0 ⇒∗ G1 ⇒∗ . . . ⇒∗ Gn of direct controlled graph transformations is called
∗
a controlled graph transformation and is denoted as G0 ⇒ Gn .
As a controlled graph transformation is a typed attributed graph transformation it
defines constructively how to produce the resulting graph out of the given graph. But simple transformation units increase the possibilities of a grammar as more complex relations
between the graphs can be defined, which are the criteria that they belong to the language.
Definition 2.20 (Controlled Graph Grammar). A controlled graph grammar GG =
(AT GI, ST U, SG) consists of a type graph AT GI, a set of simple transformation units
ST U and a set of attributed start graphs SG typed over AT GI. The typed attributed graph
∗
language L of GG is defined by L = {G | ∃ controlled graph transformation S ⇒ G,
S ∈ SG}.
A controlled graph grammar is now sufficient enough to define the language of Sequence
Diagrams. Beforehand the next chapter shows the existing MOF definition of UML Sequence Diagrams.
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Chapter 3
Informal Introduction to UML
Sequence Diagrams
3.1

Concrete Syntax

A developer who models a system just uses the concrete syntax of his modeling language,
being e.g. rectangles, lines, circles or labels. Thus the following sections define the concrete
syntax of UML Sequence Diagrams using the figures from the UML superstructure [7]. By
means of this definition the next chapter then defines the abstract syntax of UML Sequence
Diagrams using a graph grammar.

3.1.1

Basic Components

As UML Sequence Diagrams define possible sequences of interactions between objects the
first step for modeling is to put these objects into a frame. The following structures deliver
anchor points for connecting theses objects via messages.
Frame All elements of a Sequence Diagram are put into a Frame, which is visualized
by a rectangle and a title at the upper left corner. The boldface ”sd” indicates that this
Frame is a Sequence Diagram.

Figure 3.1: Frame
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Lifeline Each object has a Lifeline, which denotes the name of an object, its class in a
rectangle and represents the time interval via a dashed line, while this object is able to
interact with other objects.

Figure 3.2: Lifeline

ExecutionSpecification If a message is sent to an Object A it will be active, for instance
it has to execute some methods and then normally sends an answer message back. The
time an object is executing some Action or Behavior is visualized either by a white or
gray rectangle over the corresponding part of the Lifeline. For specifying the activity the
rectangle may be wider and include the name of the activity this object is executing.

Figure 3.3: ExecutionSpecification

Stop Sometimes objects receive a kill message and their lifetime ends. A bold cross on
the Lifeline of an object defines this point in time.

Figure 3.4: Stop

3.1.2

Messages

The interaction of objects is the exchange of messages. They can be sent and received but
also found or lost. No message may be received before it was sent. A message is shown as
an arrow from the sender message end to the receiver message end.
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Figure 3.5: Messages
Asynchronous message Whenever an object sends information to another object and
does not require an answer to act further on it sends an asynchronous message. The
transmitted information may be an operation call or a signal. In the visual view the
arrow of an asynchronous operation call has a solid line whereas the sending of a signal is
visualized by a dashed line but both asynchronous Messages have an open arrow head.
Synchronous message If the sender of a message requires a reply this message is sent
synchronously. It is visualized by an arrow with a solid line like asynchronous operation
calls, but with a filled arrow head instead of the open one. The sender is not allowed to
send another message between the sending of a synchronous message and the reception of
the corresponding reply.
Object creation message An object may send a Message to create another one. The
visualization is analogous to a Message containing a Signal as mentioned before - a dashed
line with an open arrow head. Unfortunately the UML shows in the example of Figure
14.11 in [8] a solid line for the creation Message but defines the notation as declared before.
Lost and found messages After the sending of a Message it can be lost and in this case
is depicted with a filled black circle at its end instead of going to another Lifeline. Found
Messages start with a filled black circle at the beginning and do not start at a Lifeline.

Figure 3.6: Lost and Found Message

3.1.3

Combined Fragments

Sequence Diagrams can be unitized by CombinedFragments. They offer the possibility to
use control structures to manage the message flow of different parts of a Sequence Diagram.
The main advantage is a compact notation for complex behaviors, e.g. alternatives put
different message traces inside the same context to show that according to their conditions
at most one of these alternatives can be chosen. Other kinds are loop, critical block, and
negation. Visualization: A Rectangle surrounds the corresponding elements and on the
top left is a title which defines the kind of the CombinedFragment. The operands are
divided by a dashed line.
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Figure 3.7: CombinedFragment

3.1.4

Constraints

DurationConstraint The duration between two Events of sending or receiving a Message can be defined by a DurationConstraint. Visualization: The time range is placed in
accolade brackets and can use variables to define the dependency to other durations. The
Constraint is placed next to the Lifeline and between the points that it wants to restrict.
The interval are marked by short lines and an arrow between the Constraint and the lines.
TimeConstraint Sending or receiving a Messages causes an Event, whose point in time
can be defined by a TimeConstraint. Visualization: A short line indicates the point in time
that is restricted and next to it is placed an expression for the TimeConstraint in accolade
brackets. It may use variables that refer to other points in time.

Figure 3.8: DurationConstraint and TimeConstraint

InteractionConstraint Defining alternatives needs to specify which operand of the
CombinedFragment shall be chosen at runtime. Therefore InteractionConstraints can be
placed for each operand.
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Figure 3.9: Constraint for an InteractionOperand
StateInvariant Restrictions for a whole Lifeline can be defined via a StateIvariant. Attributes of the connected object may be specified. The visual representation is shown in
Figure 3.1.4.

Figure 3.10: StateInvariant

3.1.5

InteractionUse

Reusing diagrams as part of a new diagram preserves consistency that could be easily
violated because of redundancy. Furthermore other diagram techniques for interactions,
like communication diagrams, can be referenced. An InteractionUse offers connection
points, called Gates, to link in- and outgoing Messages of Sequence Diagrams to other
interaction diagrams. Visualization: An InteractionUse is depicted as a rectangle with a
title ”ref” at the top left corner. Inside this frame is placed the name of the referenced
Interaction.

Figure 3.11: InteractionUse

3.1.6

GeneralOrdering

As Messages, which do not depend on each other, may occur in an arbitrary order, the developer is allowed to specify further restrictions. A GeneralOrdering between two points on
Lifelines demands, that whenever a Message shall be send from the second Lifeline beyond
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the GeneralOrdering, the first Lifeline has to reach at least the beginning of the GeneralOrdering before. It is visualized by a dashed line with a filled arrow head somewhere on the line,
but not at an end, going from one Lifeline to another.

Figure 3.12: GeneralOrdering

3.2

MOF definition for UML Sequence Diagrams (Overview)

The meta-model of UML is defined using the MOF approach containing also constraints for
restricting the valid instances. This chapter shows this model together with an argumentation for the validity of the multiplicity constraints and references to the corresponding
pages for the general constraints.

3.2.1

Classes and Associations

UML Interactions are general Sequence Diagrams and their meta-model is shown in this
subsection. Events model notification points, which can be listened by other components
of the system. They can signalize the sending of a Message, the creation or destruction of
an object or the execution of a behavior or an action.

Figure 3.13: Events
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Events The sending of a Message is signalized by Events, which are created exclusively by
the rules for the creation of Messages in GGSD . Theses rules connect them to exactly one
Operation or Signal, respectively. The multiplicity constraints in Figure 3.13 are therefore
respected.

Figure 3.14: Interaction

InteractionFragments Figure 3.14 shows the devision of Interactions into InteractionFragments. As the rules of GGSD create fragments in the way, that they are connected to an
Interaction the multiplicity constraint for the edge enclosingInteraction is followed. A StateInvariant is created in Figure 5.8 together with its defining Constraint which corresponds to
the other multiplicity in this figure.
Lifelines The connection between Classes and Interactions bases on Lifelines, as they are
linked to the roles of the Classes specified by ConnectableElements. The following list contains all multiplicity restrictions together with the argumentation, that they are respected
by GGSD .
Multiplicity
interaction (1)
covered (1)
represents (0..1)
selector (0..1)

Argumentation
When a Lifeline is being created it is connected to the enclosing
Interaction.
As before during the creation of an OccurrenceSpecification or a
StateInvariant they are connected to the desired Lifeline.
ConnectableElements are connected to the Lifeline during the latter
one is being created.
As no multivalued elements occur in LSD this edge is not present.
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Figure 3.15: Interaction fragments
OccurrenceSpecifications Points on a Lifeline are modeled by OccurrenceSpecifications
to deliver the anchors for Messages and ExecutionSpecifications.
Multiplicity
event (1)

before (1)
after (1)
start (1)

finish (1)
execution (1)
action (1)
behavior (0..1)

Argumentation
There are some blind OccurrenceSpecifications in LSD for creating
CombinedFragments. They are deleted via the model transformation
in Chapter 6, such that afterward the constraint is followed.
A GeneralOrdering is created between two OccurrenceSpecifications
in Figure 5.37.
As before.
Creating an ExecutionSpecification by the rule in Figures 5.10 to 5.9
produces also the connection to its start and finish ExecutionOccurrenceSpecification.
As before.
As before.
The rule in Figure 5.9 creates the ActionExecutionSpecification together with the connection to its Action.
As before the rule in Figure 5.10 connects the specification to the
corresponding Behavior.
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Figure 3.16: Occurrence specifications
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Figure 3.17: Combined fragments

CombinedFragments Control structures for sequence diagrams are specified by CombinedFragments in Figure 3.17. They have at least on operand.
Multiplicity
Argumentation
enclosingOperand This edges is added during the model transformation in Chapter 6.
(0..1)
As CombinedFragments do not cover common fragments there can
be at most on operand for each fragment.
operand (1..*)
CombindFragments are inserted together with the first operand. An
InteractionOperand is only connected to a CombindFragments during
its creation.
guard (0..1)
InteractionConstraints are connected to an InteractionOperand during
their creation.
minint (0..1)
The specifiction minint and maxint are inserted together with an
InteractionConstraint for a CombinedFragment representing a loop.
maxint (0..1)
As before.
Messages Sending information from one object in an Interaction to another one is defined by Messages. They are shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Messages
Multiplicity
interaction (1)

Argumentation
The rules for creating Messages connect the Messages with the enclosing Interaction.
sendEvent(0..1) Creating rules for Messages also connect them to the MessageEnds,
if desired.
receiveEvent(0..1) As before.
message(0..1)
This edges is only inserted during the model transformation in
Chapter 6.
signature (0..1)
Each Message is connected during its creation to an Operation or a
Signal with an edge of type signature.
argument
As an Operation may be called by a Message with arguments of the
same value, if they are of the correct type, the restriction ”0..1” is
not sensible.
connector (0..1) Connectors are not specified in LSD .
event (1)
This connection is placed during the creation of a Message. All
additional OccurrenceSpecifications are deleted during the model
transformation.
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InteractionUses Modularization of Sequence Diagrams is realized by InteractionUses,
which refer to an Interaction already defined elsewhere. The edge argument should refer to a TypedElement, as Actions are no sensible arguments. Additionally it should not be
restricted, as an Interaction could be called with Parameters of the same value. During the
creation of an InteractionUse it is connected to the referenced Interaction, which respects
the multiplicity. PartDecompositions are not specified in LSD .

Figure 3.19: Interaction uses
Gates Connecting Messages with the frame of an Interaction or an InteractionUse is realized by Gates. They provide the sending of Messages between these InteractionFragments
and they are inserted together with their connecting edge to the Interaction or InteractionUse, respectively. This connection is not created in other transformations, such that
the demanded multiplicity is respected.

Figure 3.20: Gates
Beside the graphs shown above the language description of UML Interactions contains
also constraints, which are mainly defined in natural language.
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Constraints

The following table contains all constraints for UML Interactions. In the third column
are listed the referenced pages, which describe how these constraints are respected by the
graph grammar. As the node types P arDecomposition and Continuation are not included
in LSD there is no reference for the argumentation, that they are satisfied.
Table 3.1: Constraints for the classes of the UML metamodel for Sequence Diagrams.
Class
Action
ActionExecutionSpecification
Behavior
BehaviorExecutionSpecification
CombinedFragment

ConnectableElement
Connector
ConsiderIgnoreFragment

Constraint
Continuation

Constraint

Page

—
[1]The Action referenced by the ActionExecutionOccur- 58
rence, if any, must be owned by the Interaction owning
the ActionExecutionOccurrence.
—
—
[1]If the interactionOperator is opt, loop, break, or neg 74
there must be exactly one operand.
[2]The InteractionConstraint with minint and maxint 84
only apply when attached to an InteractionOperand
where the interactionOperator is loop
[3]If the interactionOperator is break, the corresponding 74
InteractionOperand must cover all Lifelines within the
enclosing InteractionFragment
[4]The interaction operators ’consider’ and ’ignore’ can
only be used for the CombineIgnoreFragment subtype
of CombinedFragment
((interactionOperator
=
#consider)
or 74
(interactionOperator
=#ignore))
implies
oclisTypeOf(CombineIgnoreFragment)
—
—
[1] The interaction operator of a ConsiderIgnoreFrag- 74
ment must be either consider or ignore
(interactionOperator = #consider) or (interactionOperator = #ignore)
[2] The NamedElements must be of a type of element 74
that identifies a message (e.g., an Operation, Reception,
or a Signal)
message-¿forAll(m — m.oclIsKindOf(Operation) or
m.oclIsKindOf(Reception) or m.oclIsKindOf(Signal))
—
[1] Continuations with the same name may only cover /
the same set of Lifelines (within one Classifier).
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Class
Constraint
Page
[2] Continuations are always global in the enclosing In- /
teractionFragment e.g. it always covers all Lifelines covered by the enclosing InteractionFragment.
[3] Continuations always occur as the very first Inter- /
actionFragment or the very last InteractionFragment of
the enclosing InteractionFragment.
CreationEvent
—
DestructionEvent
[1] No other OccurrenceSpecifications may appear below 63
an OccurrenceSpecification which references a DestructionEvent on a given Lifeline in an InteractionOperand.
Event
—
ExecutionEvent
—
ExecutionOccurrence- —
Specification
ExecutionSpecification [1] The startEvent and the finishEvent must be on the
same Lifeline
start.lifeline = finish.lifeline
58
Gate
[1] The message leading to/from an actualGate of an 97
InteractionUse must correspond to the message leading
from/to the formal Gate with the same name of the
Interaction referenced by the InteractionUse.
[2] The message leading to/from an (expression) Gate 97
within a CombinedFragment must correspond to the
message leading from/to the CombinedFragment on its
outside.
GeneralOrdering
— :better: not against message orders, timeline order
Interaction
—
InteractionConstraint [1] The dynamic variables that take part in the con- 83
straint must be owned by the ConnectableElement corresponding to the covered Lifeline.
[2] The constraint may contain references to global data 83
or write-once data.
[3] Minint/maxint can only be present if the Interac- 84
tionConstraint is associated with the operand of a loop
CombinedFragment.
[4] If minint is specified, then the expression must eval- 83
uate to a non-negative integer.
[5] If maxint is specified, then the expression must eval- 83
uate to a positive integer.
[6] If maxint is specified, then minint must be specified 83
and the evaluation of maxint must be ¿= the evaluation
of minint.
InteractionFragment
—
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Class
Constraint
Page
InteractionOperand
[1] The guard must be placed directly prior to (above) 74
the EventOccurrence that will become the first EventOccurrence within this InteractionOperand.
[2] The guard must contain only references to values lo- 83
cal to the Lifeline on which it resides, or values global to
the whole Interaction (See InteractionConstraint (from
Fragments) on page 528).
InteractionUse
[1] Actual Gates of the InteractionUse must match For- 88
mal Gates of the referred Interaction. Gates match when
their names are equal.
[2] The InteractionUse must cover all Lifelines of the 88
enclosing Interaction which appear within the referred
Interaction.
[3] The arguments of the InteractionUse must corre- 88
spond to parameters of the referred Interaction.
[4] The arguments must only be constants, parameters 88
of the enclosing Interaction or attributes of the classifier
owning the enclosing Interaction.
Lifeline
[1] If two (or more) InteractionUses within one Interac- 88
tion, refer to Interactions with common Lifelines, those
Lifelines must also appear in the Interaction with the InteractionUses. By common Lifelines we mean Lifelines
with the same selector and represents associations.
[2] The selector for a Lifeline must only be specified if
the referenced Part is multivalued.
(self.selector-¿isEmpty()
implies
not 54
self.represents.isMultivalued()) or (not self.selector¿isEmpty() implies self.represents.isMultivalued())
[3] The classifier containing the referenced ConnectableElement must be the same classifier, or an ancestor, of the classifier that contains the interaction enclosing this lifeline.
if (represents-¿notEmpty()) then (if selector- 55
¿notEmpty() then represents.isMultivalued() else
not represents.isMultivalued())
Message
[1] If the sending MessageEvent and the receiving Mes- 71
sageEvent of the same Message are on the same Lifeline,
the sending MessageEvent must be ordered before the
receiving MessageEvent. Issue 7328 - remove reference
to synchSignal
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Class
Constraint
Page
[2] The signature must either refer an Operation 71
(in which case messageSort is either synchCall or
asynchCall) or a Signal (in which case messageSort is
asynchSignal). The name of the NamedElement referenced by signature must be the same as that of the
Message.
[3] In the case when the Message signature is an Opera- 71
tion, the arguments of the Message must correspond to
the parameters of the Operation. A Parameter corresponds to an Argument if the Argument is of the same
Class or a specialization of that of the Parameter.
[4] In the case when the Message signature is a Signal, 71
the arguments of the Message must correspond to the
attributes of the Signal. A Message Argument corresponds to a Signal Attribute if the Arguement is of the
same Class or a specialization of that of the Attribute.
[5] Arguments of a Message must only be:
71
i) attributes of the sending lifeline
ii) constants
iii) symbolic values (which are wildcard values representing any legal value)
iv) explicit parameters of the enclosing Interaction
v) attributes of the class owning the Interaction
[6] Messages cannot cross bounderies of CombinedFrag- 71
ments or their operands.
[7] If the MessageEnds are both OccurrenceSpecifica- 71
tions then the connector must go between the Parts represented by the Lifelines of the two MessageEnds.”
MessageEnd
—
MessageEvent
—
MessageOccurence—
Specification
NamedElement
—
NameSpace
—
Occurrence—
Specification
OpaceExpression
—
Operation
—
PartDecomposition
[1] PartDecompositions apply only to Parts that are /
Parts of Internal Structures not to Parts of Collaborations.
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Class
Constraint
[2] Assume that within Interaction X, Lifeline L is of
class C and decomposed to D. Within X there is a
sequence of constructs along L (such constructs are
CombinedFragments, InteractionUse and (plain) OccurrenceSpecifications). Then a corresponding sequence of
constructs must appear within D, matched one-to-one
in the same order.
i) CombinedFragment covering L are matched with an
extra-global CombinedFragment in D
ii) An InteractionUse covering L are matched with a
global (i.e. covering all Lifelines) InteractionUse in D.
iii) A plain OccurrenceSpecification on L is considered
an actualGate that must be matched by a formalGate
of D
[3] Assume that within Interaction X, Lifeline L is of
class C and decomposed to D. Assume also that there is
within X an InteractionUse (say) U that covers L. According to the constraint above U will have a counterpart CU within D. Within the Interaction referenced by
U, L should also be decomposed, and the decomposition
should reference CU. (This rule is called commutativity
of decomposition)
SendOperationEvent
—
SendSignalEvent
—
Signal
—
StateInvariant
—
ValueSpecification
—
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Part II
Graph Grammar for UML Sequence
Diagrams
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Sequence Diagrams are integrated in the visual language UML. This part applies a constructive way to define visual languages using typed attributed graph transformations with
node type inheritance, which were described in Chapter 2. The controlled graph grammar
GGSD generates the language LSD of graphs representing Sequence Diagrams, such that
LSD = L(GGSD ). Language elements are graphs, which can easily be transformed into
instances of Sequence Diagrams, that are valid in the UML meta-model. This transformation is defined in Chapter 6. The instances are abstract, so they do not contain the special
visual data how they can be drawn, like position, size and figure types, but everything,
what is needed to interpret them semantically.
The controlled graph grammar GGSD = (AT GISD , ST USD , SGSD ) consists of a typed
attributed graph with node type inheritance AT GISD , a set of simple transformation units
ST USD and a set of start graphs SGSD . At the beginning the type graph and the start
graphs are defined in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 then defines the simple transformation units
which generate the language LSD out of the start graphs following the typing restrictions.
As some transformations are more complex then others, their corresponding simple transformation unit is a composition of rules where other units just include one rule.
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Chapter 4
Type Graph and Start Graphs
The attributed graph AT GISD is the type graph of the grammar GGSD and will be defined
by the following figures. They start with the basic elements of a Sequence Diagram, then
specify different kinds of Events, integrate Behaviors and Actions, define containments and
synchronized areas, and finally Arguments of Messages and InteractionUses. The attribute
types are defined by the final Algebra ZSD of the signature in Figure 4.1 and in case
of the attribute sort ”string” it is assumed, that the instances of the language shall be
attributed with an algebra which has a common definition for the sort ”string” meaning
a concatenation of characters. As Sequence Diagrams base on the information of a class
diagram their type graph includes the type graph of class diagrams, which is included in
the graph grammar for class diagrams in Appendix A.
The complete type graph AT GISD is constructed by composing all following parts and
the type graph of GGCD in Appendix A. Nodes with identical names are glued together.
The set SGSD of start graphs consists of all class diagrams, which can be created by the
graph grammar GGCD shown in Appendix A.

4.1

Basic Elements

Each Sequence Diagram is defined by an instance of the node type Interaction, which is
located at the top left of Figure 4.1. It may contain Messages, Lifelines and fragments,
as it is connected to the node types Message, Lifeline and InteractionFragment. Messages
normally lead from one Lifeline to another. The anchor points at the Lifelines are of the
type MessageEnd. In the average case they are MessageOccurrenceSpecification, which has
a strict successor edge ”next” for the order on the same Lifeline and a general ordering edge
”order”, which allows to define the sequential order requirements of a Sequence Diagram,
that are results of the dependencies between different Messages. Furthermore the node
type GeneralOrdering provides an explicit way of defining sequential restrictions between
points on Lifelines. Gates are the other specialization of MessageEnds allowing to create
Messages from an Interaction to a referenced Interaction and vise versa.
CombinedFragments allow to define control structures, like alternatives, loops or parallel
regions over parts of the Sequence Diagram. Further restrictions to these control structures
can be defined by Constraints of type InteractionConstraint.
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Figure 4.1: Main type elements

4.2

Attributes

The Figure 4.2 shows a compact notation of the enumeration types for some attributes. It
follows the UML syntax for class diagrams and the attribute types are formally specified in
Table 4.1 by their signature. The InteractionOperator is an attribute type for the attribute
InteractionOperator of CombinedFragments. They define the kind of the CombinedFragment:
alt An alternative requires, that at most one operand is chosen in a sequence. Operands
can be restricted by guards, thus they can not be chosen, if the guard evaluates to
false.
assert The sequence of the Messages in the assertion block is the only valid continuation
after the preceding Messages of the Interaction have been send. Other continuations
in other parts or Interactions are illegal, except if their distinction to the assertion
is covered by hidden Messages given by a consider or ignore block surrounding the
assertion.
break The ”break” operand stops the execution of the remainder of the enclosing fragment. It is chosen in dependency of its guard, or non-deterministically otherwise.
critical The critical region is treated atomically, thus its OccurrenceSpecifications cannot
be interleaved by other OccurrenceSpecifications outside this fragment.
consider/ignore A region labeled with consider hides all Messages, which are not declared
by this operand. An ignore operand hides exactly the Messages that are declared by
it.
neg A CombinedFragment with the operator ”neg” defines traces, which are not allowed
to occur.
opt An optional part of the sequence can be defined by the operand ”opt”, which defines
that its content may be a part of the trace, but does not have to.
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parallel The Event occurrences of the different operands can interleave in any order as
long as the ordering structure inside each operand is preserved.
seq Weak sequences are restricted parallel fragments, which also respect the ordering of
OccurrenceSpecifications of different operands as long as they are on the same Lifeline.
strict Strict sequencing demands to preserve the ordering of the operands.

Figure 4.2: Attributes in short notation
Messages have attributes, which are typed over two enumeration types. The sort ”synchCall” defines a Message, which calls an operation and has to be replied before the sender is
able to send another Message. Asynchronous operation calls are defined by ”asynchCall”
and the simple case of sending a Signal is specified by the sort ”asynchSignal”. Messages
normally start at its sender and reach the recipient, thus their kind is ”complete”. Otherwise it is ”lost”, if the Message does not reach the recipient, or ”found”, if the sender is
unknown.
The next table defines the signature DSIGSD . Algebras to this signature are used for
attribution of instances of the graph language LSD . Each element of an enumeration type
is already defined as a constant in the signature.
sorts :

InteractionOperator
M essageKind
M essageSort
char
string

opns :

alt :
assert :
break :
consider :
critical :
ignore :
loop :
neg :
opt :
par :
seq :
strict :

→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
→ InteractionOperator
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complete :
lost :
f ound :

→ M essageKind
→ M essageKind
→ M essageKind

synchCall :
asynchCall :
asynchSignal :

→ M essageSort
→ M essageSort
→ M essageSort

a:
..
.

→ char

Z:

→ char

empty :
make :
concat :

→ string
char → string
string string → string

Table 4.1: Signature of the attributes

4.3

Events

Each changing of the system state is viewable by the occurrence of an Event. When
creating an object the system generates a CreationEvent and vise versa at the time of
destroying an object a DestructionEvent is produced. Execution events define the start
of an Action or Behavior, which is executed by the object of the referenced Lifeline. The
sending and receiving of Messages from one Lifeline of an object to an other is detectable
by the corresponding specializations of MessageEvent. They refer to the Signal, which was
send, or the Operation, that was called.

Figure 4.3: Event hierarchy
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Execution Specifications

After receiving an operation call or a Signal, that requires a reaction, this object has to
be active. The range of the active period at the timeline is specified by an ExecutionSpecification, which defines a start and a finish point at the Lifeline and is connected to the
corresponding Action or Behavior, that has to be executed.

Figure 4.4: Execution Specifications

4.5

Container Structures

Sequence Diagrams provide the feature to unitize the elements of a diagram. CombinedFragments can surround communication parts, to define special control structures on them.
The ”begin” and ”end” edges define their boundaries. A specialization of CombinedFragment is the ConsiderIgnoreFragment, which may include a set of Message to be exclusively
or inclusively hidden. As its name says, the InteractionOperator of this CombinedFragment
has to be either consider or ignore.
A special case of an InteractionFragment is the InteractionUse, which allows to use another Sequence Diagram as a part of the new one.

Figure 4.5: Containments
Concurrent processing of data often needs synchronization, which can be specified by
the node type ”Synchronization”. The ”begin” and ”end” edges define the start and end
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point in time for an object, when it is waiting for an answer. Within these points in time
the object is blocked for sending any other Message. StateInvariants define conditions for
the object of the Lifeline to be satisfied at runtime.

Figure 4.6: Synchronization of Messages and StateInvariants

4.6

Named Elements

Some node types have the common attribute ”name” and are therefore a specialization of
NamedElement.
NamedElement
name : string

MessageEnd

Event

GeneralOrdering

Message

InteractionFragment

Classifier

ConnectableElement

Lifeline

Parameter

Figure 4.7: Elements with a name

4.7

Arguments of Messages1 and InteractionUses

Messages have arguments, if the called Operation or the sent Signal has parameters. An
InteractionUse has arguments, if the referenced Interaction has parameters. The correspondence between an argument and a parameter follows by the attribute ”order” of the
edges ”argument” and ”parameter”. As only the specializations of ”Argument” appear in
instances of LSD this class is abstract.

Figure 4.8: Arguments of Messages and InteractionUses

Chapter 5
Rules and Simple Transformation
Units
After defining the type graph of the graph grammar the following rules and simple transformation units complete the abstract syntax definition of LSD , the language of Sequence
Diagrams. They allow to construct language elements directly, such that the language
definition is not only descriptive. The constraints shown in Section 3.2 are concerned and
their realization is described directly at the corresponding rules. At the end of this chapter
is located a table listing all simple transformation units of GGSD .

5.1

Basic Components

Main nodes of Sequence Diagrams are of course its container - a node of type Interaction,
but also Lifelines and OccurrenceSpecifications. Their creation is defined by the following
rules for basic components.
Each Sequence Diagram is a special visualization of an Interaction, which leads to some
restrictions in the abstract syntax in comparison to Interactions at all. Nevertheless Sequence Diagrams are instances of the type Interaction and their specifics are not present
directly in the abstract syntax. The first step of creating a sequence diagram is therefore
to create a new Interaction by the rule in Figure 5.1 and to fill it afterwards with content.

Figure 5.1: Rule createInteraction()
An Interaction may have parameters to use them as arguments for Messages between objects. They can be transferred by other Behaviors, which use the Interaction as a component.
The rule ”addParameterInt()” in Figure 5.2 adds a new parameter to the Interaction, where
N AC ensures, that it is not connected to an InteractionUse. Otherwise the InteractionUse
would not assign all necessary parameters.
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Figure 5.2: Rule addParameterInt()
Lifelines are a connection point of Sequence Diagrams to class diagrams and they show
the restricted view of its class to the sequence of Interactions. The rule createLifeline()
in Figure 5.3 also produces the first OccurrenceSpecification, which is an anchor point to
connect it with other objects via Messages. The negative application conditions N AC1 and
N AC2 demand, that Lifelines may only be created in the Interaction, if it is not connected
by an InteractionUse. This condition is needed for the rules in Subsection 5.5 and ensures
that hierarchical structured Interactions remain consistent.

Figure 5.3: Rule createLifeline()
In the next list the effected constraints for Interactions of the UML are shown as well
as an argumentation, that they are satisfied. As the rules of GGSD and the constraints in
the UML specification are local to some classifiers, respectively node types, the constraints
can be handled locally at the rules, which touch them.
Affected constraints, class: Lifeline
[2] The selector for a Lifeline must only be specified if the referenced Part is multivalued.
(self.selector-¿isEmpty() implies not self.represents.isMultivalued()) or (not self.selector¿isEmpty() implies self.represents.isMultivalued())
This constraint in OCL syntax is always true and does not restrict GGSD in written English, as there is no selector present. A selector for multivalued classifiers like arrays would
be an extension for GGSD . The correct OCL constraint for [2] is written by mistake in [3].
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[3] The classifier containing the referenced ConnectableElement must be the same classifier, or an ancestor, of the classifier that contains the Interaction enclosing this Lifeline.
if (represents-¿notEmpty()) then (if selector-¿notEmpty() then
represents.isMultivalued() else not represents.isMultivalued())
The last constraint restricts the possible classifiers of Lifelines to just the one of the Interaction or its ancestors. This restriction is not sensible, as objects communicate via
associations in the class diagram and do not have to be in a generalization relation.
To connect Lifelines by some Messages in a special order it is necessary to create more
OccurrenceSpecifications. They are created by the rule in Figure 5.4. A new OccurrenceSpecification OS is placed directly behind an ending one of a Lifeline. Synchronized areas
are handled by the rule in Figure 5.6 and therefore are forbidden by N AC1 . N AC2 is
defined in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.4: Rule addOS()
For inserting new OccurrenceSpecifications the following negative application conditions
are used. N AC1 forbids a CombinedFragment as enclosing fragment for the preceding
OccurrenceSpecification OS. Without this condition the order structure to other operands
of the CombinedFragment would be validated. The second condition ensures, that this OS
is the last one of the Lifeline. Finally the last condition prohibits a continuation of a Lifeline
beyond the destruction of its related classifier.
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Figure 5.5: Negative application conditions for the rule addOS()
Figure 5.6 describes the creation of a new OccurrenceSpecification at the end of a synchronized area. Those areas can be created by rules for synchronous Messages in Subsection
5.2. An object, which has sent a synchronous Message, has to wait for a reply before it
is able to send again. Therefore the synchronized area has to cover everything from the
sending point till the reply point. If the latter one is not present it has to cover every
OccurrenceSpecification from its beginning till the end of the Lifeline.

Figure 5.6: Rule addOSSynch()
Order edges preserve an ordering structure between all OccurrenceSpecifications. Rules
for Messages regard these edges, thus a sequence of Messages is acyclic. The rule ”order()”
is defined in Figure 5.7 and is defined as transitive closure of the existing ordering structure.
The negative application condition N AC forbids a multiple application of the rule with
the same match.
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Figure 5.7: Rule order()
ConnectableElements of a Lifeline may be restricted by StateInvariants during the runtime. An object specified by this ConnectableElement has to satisfy the StateInvariant while
message sequences of the specification, given by the Interaction, are processed. The restriction is given by a Constraint and the StateInvariant is linked to the corresponding Lifeline.

Figure 5.8: Rule insertStateInvariant()
The rules of Figure 5.9 and 5.10 create an ExecutionSpecification, which defines an interval of points on a Lifeline, when its object executes an Action or Behavior. The borders of
the execution specification are called ”start” and ”finish” and the corresponding ExecutionEvent is connected to the ExecutionOccurrenceSpecifications. The condition P AC ensures,
that the ExecutionOccurrenceSpecifications belong to the considered Interaction and are ordered correctly.

Figure 5.9: Rule insertActionExecutionSpec()
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Affected constraints, class: ActionExecutionSpecification
[1] The Action referenced by the ActionExecutionOccurrence, if any, must be owned by
the Interaction owning the ActionExecutionOccurrence.
There is no node type ”ActionExecutionOccurrence”, but the probably meant class ”ActionExecutionSpecification”. The condition P AC ensures, that the enclosing Interaction
owns the Action.

Figure 5.10: Rule insertBehaviorExecutionSpec()
Affected constraints, class: ExecutionSpecification
[1] The startEvent and the finishEvent must be on the same Lifeline.
start.lifeline = finish.lifeline
An OccurrenceSpecification like ”1” in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 is connected to exactly one
Lifeline. This ensures the condition P AC.
The corresponding Event of type ExecutionEvent for the execution specifications is inserted by the rule ”insertExecutionEvent()” in Figure 5.11.
insertExecutionEvent(nameE:string)
LHS

RHS
: ExecutionEvent
name = nameE

Figure 5.11: Rule insertExecutionEvent()
”insertAction()” in Figure 5.12 creates a new Action belonging to an Interaction, which
can be used by the rule ”insertActionExecutionSpec()” in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.12: Rule insertAction()

5.2

Messages

Objects communicate via messages. Before defining the corresponding rules for their creation some application conditions and sub rules are specified in Figures 5.13 to 5.21. A
synchronized area on a Lifeline is created by inserting a Message for a synchronous operation call. The classifier of the Lifeline must not send a Message during this time interval
and therefore the three negative application conditions in Figure 5.13 are used for all rules,
which create a Message with a known sender.

Figure 5.13: Negative application conditions for rules related to Messages
The negative application condition N ACM 1 prevents a Message to be sent backwards,
i.e. the receiving point would be before the sending point. The two conditions N ACM 2 and
N ACM 3 ensure, that the MessageOccurrenceSpecification is not used by another Message
already. P ACCF ensures that no Message can be sent through the borders of CombinedFragments.

Figure 5.14: A further negative application condition to prevent cyclic sequences
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Figure 5.15: Negative application conditions for rules related to Messages
The condition N ACIU prevents the overlapping of Messages or CombinedFragments over
an InteractionUse, which is a reference to another Interaction.

Figure 5.16: Further negative application condition for rules related to Messages
The selection of the enclosing Interaction of the Message is defined by ether P ACInt or
in the case of a lost Message with no sending OccurrenceSpecification by P ACInt2 .

Figure 5.17: Positive application conditions for rules related to Messages
If the Message calls an Operation the corresponding Operation has to belong to the
receiving object. P ACOP is responsible for selecting the right Operation.

Figure 5.18: Further positive application condition for rules related to Messages
Arguments of a Message must have be type compatible with the parameters of the
containing Signal or Operation. Therefore the transitive closure of the generalization relations is computed by the rule ”General()” of the grammar GGCD for class diagrams in
Appendix A to analyze the compatibility. The value of an argument may be specified by
a ValueSpecification, an Attribute of a Classifier or a Parameter of the enclosing Interaction.
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The rule ”addArgument()” assigns one of these nodes as a new argument of the Message.
N AC forbids arguments to be assigned to more than one value and P AC ensures that
the parameter belongs to the Operation or Signal of the Message, the compatible typing of
the parameter and the correct position of the argument according to the position of the
parameter and selects the type of argument.

Figure 5.19: Rule addArgument()
The positive application conditions in Figure 5.20 select the parameter, to which the
new argument shall be assigned and they ensure a compatible typing relation between
the argument and the parameter. If it is an Argument of a Classifier the receiving Lifeline
of the Message has to be connected to this Classifier. The case for a Parameter of an
Interaction requires, that this Interaction has to own the Message and a constant is defined
by a ValueSpecification.

Figure 5.20: Positive application conditions for the rule addArgument()
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The complete insertion of arguments is defined by the transformation unit ”insertArgs()”, which inserts arguments and at the end checks, whether all arguments are assigned. It may be the case, that there is no value to assign the arguments and this demands,
that the Message can not be inserted.

Figure 5.21: Simple transformation unit insertArgs()
After inserting the arguments of a Message the rule ”checkPars()” verifies, that for
all parameters of the corresponding Operation or Signal there is specified an argument.
Therefore the transformation unit in Figure 5.21 applies this rule, which does not change
the graph but uses the application conditions P C1 and P C2 to execute this check.

Figure 5.22: Rule checkPars()
The application conditions P C1 and P C2 hold if for each Message all arguments are
assigned. Therefore the premise P selects a parameter of the Operation or Signal belonging
to the Message. For all these parameters the conclusion demands a argument at the Message
with the same position in the order of the arguments.

Figure 5.23: Application conditions for the rule checkPars()
Some Messages send a Signal from one object to another. This Signal carries information
stored in its attribute and is created by ”insertSignal()” in Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Application conditions for the rule insertSignal()
The lifetime of an object can be specified by its creation point in time and its destruction
point in time. They are defined by the corresponding Events and the OccurrenceSpecifications for the point. The following two rules create these Events. While the negative
application condition N AC for the creation of an object demands, that the OccurrenceSpecification ”1” has to be the first of the Lifeline, the condition for the DestructionEvent
requires ”1” to be the last one.

Figure 5.25: Rule creatCreationEvent()

Figure 5.26: Rule creatDestruction()
Affected constraints, class: DestructionEvent
[1] No other OccurrenceSpecifications may appear below an OccurrenceSpecification which
references a DestructionEvent on a given Lifeline in an InteractionOperand.
The N AC of the rule in Figure 5.26 forbids OccurrenceSpecifications beyond an destruction and N AC3 for the rules ”addOS()” and ”addOSSynch()” forbids the insertion of an
OccurrenceSpecification beyond a DestructionEvent.
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The simplest content of a Message is a Signal, which is always sent asynchronously. This
content is connected to the Message via the edge ”signature” and the Message leads from
the sending OccurrenceSpecification to the receiving one. As Interactions are a composition
of their elements the Message is embedded into the enclosing Interaction. While inserting
the Message there are also created the corresponding sending and receiving Events. If the
Signal has parameters the transformation unit calls the rule ”addArgs()” to assign for each
parameter an attribute of the Message. To complete the transformation the order structure
has to be updated by applying the rule ”order()” as long as possible. The application
conditions ensure, that the sending object is not blocked by a synchronization, that the
receiving of the Message occurs not before it was sent, and that the Message does not lead
from one operand to another of a CombinedFragment or inside of an InteractionUse.

Figure 5.27: Rule signal()
A more complex Message calls an Operation. If there are no further synchronization
restrictions the rule of Figure 5.28 can be used to create this asynchronous Message. As
before the corresponding Events and arguments are created, the Message is connected to
the corresponding Operation and Interaction, and the ordering structure is updated. The
application conditions are nearly the same as in the rule ”signal()”, but additionally P AC3
ensures, that the receiving object understands the operation call as it has to own the called
Operation.
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Figure 5.28: Rule asynchronous()
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An operation call may also be sent synchronously. The sender is not able to send
further Messages till he gets the reply of the operation call. Therefore a synchronized
area is created at the end of a Lifeline. It can be extended by the rule in Figure 5.6 and
finished by the creation of a suitable reply as in Figure 5.30. The application conditions
do not differ much from the preceding rule for the asynchronous case, except N AC5 , which
additionally demands the sending OccurrenceSpecification to be the last one on the Lifeline.
Because of this condition there is no OccurrenceSpecification from which the object could
send another Message after the just created one. It will be created by ”reply()”, which
closes the synchronized area.

Figure 5.29: Rule synchronous()
Figure 5.30 defines the rule ”reply()”, which completes a synchronization, such that
the sender of the corresponding synchronous Message has afterward the possibility to send
again. Therefore the Message is connected with its Signal, the necessary arguments and
Events, and a new OccurrenceSpecification is generated at the end of the receiving Lifeline
outside of the synchronized area. The application conditions are the same as for the simple
case of sending a Signal.
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Figure 5.30: Rule createMessageReply()
The modeling of found and lost Messages is handled in the following figures from 5.31
to 5.33. The first rule ”foundSignal()” creates the receiving of a found Signal, where a
Signal event is generated as well as the necessary arguments, the Message is embedded into
the enclosing Interaction and the conditions select the corresponding Interaction and ensure,
that the Message does not lead to an InteractionUse.
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Figure 5.31: Rule createMessageFoundSignal()
Finding a synchronous call or an asynchronous call differs only in the Message attribute
and is therefore handled in the one rule of Figure 5.32. The calling Event is created and
the Operation linked to the Message. As in the case of a Signal the conditions for the
rule select the correct Interaction and forbid, that the Message leads into an InteractionUse.
Additionally P AC2 ensures, that the Operation is owned by the receiving object.

Figure 5.32: Rule createMessageFoundCall()
The last version of creating a found Message handles a reply, which is the sending of a
Signal together with the completion of a synchronized area. Rule ”foundReply()” puts the
Message in context to the Signal and inside the enclosing Interaction. The receiving Event
is created and the condition P AC ensures, that the recipient is really waiting for a reply.
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Figure 5.33: Rule createMessageFoundReply()
Like a found Message has no sender a lost Message leads to no recipient. The rule
”lostAsynchCall()” creates a lost Message, which sends an asynchronous operation call.
Therefore the conditions ensure, that the sending object is not blocked by a synchronization
at this point and the Message is not created within an InteractionUse. P AC selects the
correct Interaction and the necessary arguments are assigned by the transformation unit.

Figure 5.34: Rule createMessageLostAsynchCall()
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Loosing a synchronous operation call is nearly the same as before, but this time the
sender has to be blocked for sending. Therefore the additional condition N AC5 ensures,
that the sending point is at the end of the Lifeline and the rule creates a node of the type
”Synchronization”.

Figure 5.35: Rule createMessageLostSynchCall()
A lost reply is equal to a lost Signal and hence both need only the rule in Figure 5.36.
The difference to Figure 5.34 is the connection to a Signal instead of the Operation and
therefore also the creation of the corresponding Event.

Figure 5.36: Rule createMessageLostSignal()
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Affected constraints, class: Message
[1] If the sending MessageEvent and the receiving MessageEvent of the same Message
are on the same Lifeline, the sending MessageEvent must be ordered before the receiving
MessageEvent.
The order edges ensure, that no Message can go backwards. Condition N ACM prevents
wrong order edges.
[2] The signature must either refer an Operation (in which case messageSort is either
synchCall or asynchCall) or a Signal (in which case messageSort is asynchSignal). The
name of the NamedElement referenced by signature must be the same as that of the Message. There are at all two cases for the creation of a Message. In the first case the Message
is connected to an Operation and in the second one to a Signal. The equality of the names
is handled by the same attribute values in the rules.
[3] In the case when the Message signature is an Operation, the arguments of the Message must correspond to the parameters of the Operation. A Parameter corresponds to an
Argument if the Argument is of the same Class or a specialization of that of the Parameter.
The rule ”insertArgs()” in Figure 5.21 creates the arguments for a Message and uses the
edges of type ”general” to ensure the correct typing relation between the arguments and
the corresponding parameters.
[4] In the case when the Message signature is a Signal, the arguments of the Message
must correspond to the attributes of the Signal. A Message Argument corresponds to a
Signal Attribute if the Arguement is of the same Class or a specialization of that of the
Attribute. The rule ”insertArgs()” from before handles also Signals.
[5] Arguments of a Message must only be:
i) attributes of the sending lifeline
ii) constants
iii) symbolic values (which are wildcard values representing any legal value)
iv) explicit parameters of the enclosing Interaction
v) attributes of the class owning the Interaction
The rule ”addArgs()” covers attributes of the sending Lifeline, constants via ValueSpecifications and parameters of the enclosing Interaction. Other arguments cannot be created.
[6] Messages cannot cross bounderies of CombinedFragments or their operands.
The example in the UML specification in Figure 14.10 on page 456 shows a Message crossing the border of a CombinedFragment. This feature is explicitly wanted, such that the
constraint should only forbid a crossing between operands. The condition P ACCF ensures
this version of constraint [6] for creating Messages and N ACM prevents CombinedFragments
to be extended with an overlapping over an OccurrenceSpecification connected to a Message.
[7] If the MessageEnds are both OccurrenceSpecifications then the connector must go between the Parts represented by the Lifelines of the two MessageEnds.
The Connector is not modeled in LSD .
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To specify directly an order relation between two OccurrenceSpecifications there is the
node type GeneralOrdering. The UML specifies no constraints, but there should not be a
GeneralOrdering in the reversed direction of a Message. Cases like this are forbidden by the
condition N AC1 . N AC2 just prevents more than one GeneralOrdering between the same
nodes.

Figure 5.37: Rule generalOrdering()

5.3

Combined Fragments

CombinedFragments deliver the possibility to use controll structures like alternatives and
loops. The different kinds are described in the previous section on page 48. The InteractionOperand has an additional attribute ”isPrimary”. It is used to decide between the first
and the other operands of a CombinedFragment. The rules, which extend the content of
the first operand, use existing OccurrenceSpecifications and the other extension rules create
new ones. The secondary operands are not ordered semantically in sense of time after the
first one and therefore the order edges do not go from one operand to another of the same
CombinedFragment.
The rules in Figure 5.38 and 5.39 create a new CombinedFragment, where the second
rule generates the special node type ”ConsiderIgnoreFragment”. Messages inside a CombinedFragment have to be created after the enclosing CombinedFragment was created, but
CombinedFragments inside of a CombinedFragment have to be created before.
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Figure 5.38: Simple transformation unit insertCombinedFragment()

Figure 5.39: Simple transformation unit insertCombinedFragment()
As CombinedFragments include their fragments inside of operands the rule ”insertIntOpPri()” in Figure 5.40 places the first InteractionOperand into the CombinedFragment.

Figure 5.40: Rule insertIntOpPri()
Some kinds of CombinedFragments may have more than one operand. Therefore the
rule ”cF-extendIntOp()” creates a further operand for the CombinedFragment.
cF-extendIntOp()
LHS

1 : CombinedFragment
name
interactionOperator

end

operand
2 : InteractionOperand

RHS
o ∈ {alt, assert,
consider,
critical, ignore,
par, seq, strict}

1 : CombinedFragment
name
interactionOperator
operand
2 : InteractionOperand

Figure 5.41: Rule cF-extendIntOp()

end

operand
: InteractionOperand
name
isPrimary = false
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Affected constraints, class: CombinedFragment
[1] If the interactionOperator is opt, loop, break, or neg there must be exactly one operand.
The cases above are respected by the variable ”o”, which is not allowed to be assigned to
the mentioned values in the rule ”cF-extendOp()” for adding an additional operand to a
CombinedFragment.
[3] If the interactionOperator is break, the corresponding InteractionOperand must cover
all Lifelines within the enclosing InteractionFragment.
This operator is not included in the grammar by now.
[4] The interaction operators ’consider’ and ’ignore’ can only be used for the CombineIgnoreFragment subtype of CombinedFragment.
((interactionOperator = #consider) or (interactionOperator =#ignore)) implies oclisTypeOf(
CombineIgnoreFragment)
This case is handled separately by the rule ”insertCombinedFragmentCI()”.
Affected constraints, class: ConsiderIgnoreFragment
[1] The interaction operator of a ConsiderIgnoreFragment must be either consider or ignore.
(interactionOperator = #consider) or (interactionOperator = #ignore)
As mentioned before, the rule ”insertCombinedFragmentCI()” creates a ConsiderIgnoreFragment with the appropriate attribute value.
[2] The NamedElements must be of a type of element that identifies a message (e.g., an
Operation, Reception, or a Signal).
message-¿forAll(m — m.oclIsKindOf(Operation) or m.oclIsKindOf(Reception) or m.oclIsKindOf(
Signal))
The rules, which create Messages, only connect Operations and Signals.
Affected constraints, class: InteractionOperand
[1] The guard must be placed directly prior to (above) the EventOccurrence that will become
the first EventOccurrence within this InteractionOperand.
This constraint is only visual and therefore does not restrict the abstract syntax.
The rule ”cF-startOS()” puts the first InteractionFragment into the CombinedFragment.
This first fragment is of the type ”OccurrenceSpecification”. The first condition requires,
that the primary operand of the CombinedFragment is empty and the second forbids, that
the OccurrenceSpecification ”2” is already owned by another CombinedFragment. N AC3
forbids Messages to be connected to ”2” and N AC4 forbids ”2” to be owned by an InteractionUse. They are defined in Figure 5.43. Thus at all the OccurrenceSpecification ”2”
has to be totally free and in general it is required that an OccurrenceSpecification can only
be owned directly by at most one CombinedFragment and also at most one operand of a
CombinedFragment.
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Figure 5.42: Rule cF-startOS()

Figure 5.43: NACs for rules for InteractionOperands
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In Figure 5.44 is defined the rule ”iO-extendPriV()”, which extends an interaction
operand vertically, which means along a Lifeline. The new fragment is an OccurrenceSpecification and the edge, which indicates the end of the operand on the Lifeline is updated
to this new OccurrenceSpecification. The condition P AC ensures, that there is at least
one succeeding OccurrenceSpecification after ”2”, which is necessary to add more OccurrenceSpecifications afterward. N AC1 forbids another operand of a CombinedFragment to
be connected to the OccurrenceSpecification ”2”. The other conditions forbid crossing Messages and an already existing ownership by an InteractionUse.

Figure 5.44: Simple transformation unit iO-extendPriV()
The difference for extending a secondary interaction operand of a CombinedFragment
to a primary is based on the ordering structure between these operands. An edge of
the type order shall not exist between operands of a CombinedFragment, as there is in
general no sequential dependency. Therefore a new OccurrenceSpecification is created for
extending a secondary operand. It has to be connected by order edges to all other OccurrenceSpecifications of the same Lifeline, which are outside of the CombinedFragment. As
before in Figure 5.44 the condition N AC ensures that the OccurrenceSpecification ”3” is
not already connected to another CombinedFragment. P AC1 regulates that only the last
inserted interaction operand of a CombinedFragment can be extended. Otherwise it would
be possible with the rules in Figures 5.46 to 5.47 to create operands which cover OccurrenceSpecifications before and after another one on the same Lifeline, which would cause
sequential dependency. This way of directed editing corresponds to the extension of a
primary operand, which can not be extended on a Lifeline, if there is already a secondary
operand present on this Lifeline.
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Figure 5.45: Simple transformation unit iO-extendSecV()
The extension of a CombinedFragment with OccurrenceSpecifications of a Lifeline, which
was not included before, is managed by the simple transformation units for horizontal
extension ”iO-extendPriH()” and ”iO-extendSecH()”. N AC1 and N AC2 for the rule ”iOextendPriHStart()” in Figure 5.46 demand the Lifeline ”3” to be not connected to the
CombinedFragment via an OccurrenceSpecification. N AC3 ensures, that there is no Message
ending at the OccurrenceSpecification ”2” and N AC4 that no InteractionUse owns it.
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Figure 5.46: Simple transformation unit iO-extendPriH()
The horizontal extension of a secondary operand ”4” of a CombinedFragment creates a
new OccurrenceSpecification on a Lifeline, which is not connected with the CombinedFragment. The independence of the Lifeline ”6” toward the operand ”4” is expressed in the
condition N AC1 . N AC2 demands the OccurrenceSpecification ”3” to be not connected to
another CombinedFragment. This restriction ensures, that the ordering structure to succeeding operands is retained. Otherwise there would be no order edge between the new
OccurrenceSpecification and succeeding secondary operands of the other CombinedFragment.
P AC1 claims the OccurrenceSpecification ”1” to be the predecessor of all OccurrenceSpecifications of the CombinedFragment, which will be extended. The other positive condition
P AC2 says, that the OccurrenceSpecification ”2”, which will be the predecessor of the new
one, is owned by the CombinedFragment, but not via the operand to extend.
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Figure 5.47: Simple transformation unit iO-extendSecH()
Apart from OccurrenceSpecifications a CombinedFragment may contain other CombinedFragments. The rule ”iO-extendCFStart” in Figure 5.48 describes the first step of including
a CombinedFragment into another one. The interaction operand of the outer CombinedFragment ends at an OccurrenceSpecification before the new inner CombinedFragment ”4”.
After the extension the inner CombinedFragment ”4” is a fragment of the outer one and
the operand of the outer one also includes the OccurrenceSpecification succeeding the inner
CombinedFragment. The conditions referenced in P C are defined in Figure 5.50.
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Figure 5.48: Rule iO-extendCFStart()
After inserting the first part of the inner CombinedFragment into the outer one the edge
”fragment” between them has not to be created again for extending the inclusion to the
left Lifelines of the inner CombinedFragment ”4”. Therefore the rule ”iO-extendCFStep()”
differs only in this added edge toward ”iO-extendCFStart()” and is applied as long as
possible in the transformation unit of Figure 5.51 to complete the inclusion.

Figure 5.49: Rule iO-extendCFStep()
The conditions for the rules extending a CombinedFragment by another one are shown
in Figure 5.50. P CExtendCF Lif eline forbids a Lifeline, which is connected to the inner
CombinedFragment ”4” but not to the outer interaction operand ”1”. For this reason the
inclusion will cover all demanded Lifelines. The two positive application conditions P AC1
and P AC2 ensure that the OccurrenceSpecifications ”2” and ”3” are situated directly before
respectively after the inner CombinedFragment ”4” on the Lifeline. To prevent, that a
common Lifeline of the inner CombinedFragment and the outer operand is not included,
the condition N AC1 forbids an additional OccurrenceSpecification on any common Lifeline
between the operand and the inner operand. This condition is only necessary to be checked
once per inclusion, thus it could be deleted for the rule ”iO-extendCFStep()”. The lefte
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conditions N ACM and N ACI U forbid a Message or InteractionUse to be connected to on
of the two surrounding OccurrenceSpecifications ”2” and ”3”.

Figure 5.50: Conditions for rules extending CombinedFragments by other ones
Including a CombinedFragment into another one is managed by the transformation unit
”iO-extenndCF()” in Figure 5.51. After connecting the inner CombinedFragment to the
outer operand all parts of covered Lifelines of the inner CombinedFragment are inserted.
There may be some order edges to much between other operands of the outer CombinedFragment, which have to be deleted by ”deleteWrongOrder()” in Figure 5.52 at the end.

Figure 5.51: Simple transformation unit iO-extendCF()
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The previous figure described a transformation unit for inserting a CombinedFragment
into the operand of another one. As there may be other operands of the outer CombinedFragment some order edges have to be deleted, which connect its operands. The condition
N AC forbids the unification of both operands ”1” and ”3”, thus order edges in one operand
are not deleted.

Figure 5.52: Rule interactionOperandDeleteWrongOrder()

5.4

Constraints

Restrictions for the possible semantic traces of an interaction can be defined by Constraints
for CombinedFragments. The language Visual OCL contains visualized OCL constraints,
which can be generated by the graph grammar GGV OCL defined in [17]. Beside VOCL
simple constraints can be defined by an expression included in a node of the type ValueSpecification. Constraints can be connected to interaction operands of CombinedFragments
either via the rule ”cF-constraint()” or ”cf-constraintValSpec()” and they can specify for
instance the conditions under which the operands are chosen.

Figure 5.53: Rule cF-constraint()
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Figure 5.54: Rule cF-constraintValSpec()
For specifying the value of a Constraint or an attribute of a Message the rule ”insertValSpec()” creates a node of the corresponding type with the given expression as its attribute
value.

Figure 5.55: Rule insertValSpec()
Affected constraints, class: InteractionConstraint
[1] The dynamic variables that take part in the constraint must be owned by the ConnectableElement corresponding to the covered Lifeline.
The Constraint is modeled as a string and therefore the variables are not connected directly.
[2] The constraint may contain references to global data or write-once data.
This is no restriction but a possibility, thus no real constraint.
[4] If minint is specified, then the expression must evaluate to a non-negative integer.
[5] If maxint is specified, then the expression must evaluate to a positive integer.
[6] If maxint is specified, then minint must be specified and the evaluation of maxint must
be ¿= the evaluation of minint.
As the expression is specified by a string, it has to be evaluated by an extra parser.
Affected constraints, class: InteractionOperand
[2] The guard must contain only references to values local to the Lifeline on which it resides,
or values global to the whole Interaction (See InteractionConstraint (from Fragments) on
page 528).
As before, the expression has no connections to other nodes and therefore has to be evaluated before checking the references.
In the special case of CombinedFragment defining a loop there are connected two ValueSpecifications with the Constraint to declare the minimal and maximal amount of iterations.
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Figure 5.56: Rule createLoopCF()
Affected constraints, class: CombinedFragment
[2] The InteractionConstraint with minint and maxint only apply when attached to an
InteractionOperand where the interactionOperator is loop.
There is only the previous rule, which creates a connection to minimum and maximum
values and this rule fulfills the constraint.
Affected constraints, class: InteractionConstraint
[3] Minint/maxint can only be present if the InteractionConstraint is associated with the
operand of a loop CombinedFragment.
This constraint says the same as before.

5.5

Interaction Use

Hierarchical structures of whole Interactions are created by InteractionUses. The conditions
for the rules, which create and extend an InteractionUse are defined in Figure 5.57, where
P ACIntU se demands, that common Lifelines of a referenced Interaction have to be in the enclosing Interaction. The negative application conditions prevent, that a CombinedFragment
or a Message is connected to the OccurrenceSpecification ”2”, which shall be included in
the InteractionUse.
The first step of creating an InteractionUse is handled by the rule ”interactionUseCreate()” in Figure 5.58, which connects it on the one hand with the referenced Interaction
and on the other hand with an OccurrenceSpecification of the enclosing Interaction. As the
InteractionUse is an InteractionFragment it has to be included in the outer Interaction at the
end. The conditions ensure, that the OccurrenceSpecification is not connected to a Message
or a CombinedFragment, but to the outer Interaction.
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Figure 5.57: Conditions for rules in connection to InteractionUses

Figure 5.58: Rule interactionUseCreate()
Arguments of an InteractionUse may be parameters of the enclosing Interaction and
constants. They are created by the simple transformation unit in Figure 5.60. The next
figure shows conditions used by the rules of this unit. P ACT 1 and P ACT 2 ensure the correct
typing of the inserted argument and P ACP ensures, that the referenced Interaction has a
parameter at the used position. N ACA ensures, that this position is not assigned already.
If P ACP I holds, that a Parameter of the enclosing Interaction is selected as argument and
in the other case P ACV S demands a ValueSpecifiaction to use a constant.
The simple transformation unit ”addArgument-IU()” inserts an argument for an InteractionUse in form of a ValueSpecification defining a constant or a Parameter of the enclosing
Interaction.
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Figure 5.59: Conditions for inserting an argument for an InteractionUse

Figure 5.60: Simple transformation unit insertArgs-IU()
Extending an InteractionUse is divided into two direction. The rule ”interactionUseExtendH()” adds a new OccurrenceSpecification in horizontal direction meaning that the
OccurrenceSpecification belongs to a Lifeline, which was not covered by the InteractionUse
before. The positive application condition P AC demands, that the new Lifeline has to occur
already in the referenced Interaction. N AC2 forbids an already existing connection of the
InteractionUse with the Lifeline of the new OccurrenceSpecification and N AC1 ensures, that
no Message nor CombinedFragment is connected to the new OccurrenceSpecification. ”interactionUseExtendHNeeded()” extends an InteractionUse horizontally as long as it has to
be, becaus there are common Lifelines between the referenced Interaction and the enclosing
one, which are not covered.

Figure 5.61: Rule interactionUseExtendH()
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The extra condition P AC2 selects a Lifeline, that is common between the Interaction
referenced by the InteractionUse and the enclosing Interaction to cover this Lifeline. This is
demanded by the UML specification.

Figure 5.62: Rule interactionUseExtendHNeeded()
Extending an InteractionUse vertically as in Figure 5.63 means to extend it by one
OccurrenceSpecification on a Lifeline, which is already covered. As before the application
condition N AC1 demands the new OccurrenceSpecification to be not used by Messages or
CombinedFragments.

Figure 5.63: Rule interactionUseExtendV()
The last step for creating an InteractionUse is to test, if all necessary Lifelines are covered.
Therefore the rule ”interactionUseTest()” checks whether each InteractionUse is complete.
The rule performs no changing of the graph. But its application condition P C2 ensures
that common Lifelines of at least two InteractionUses in the same Interaction have to be
integrated in the enclosing Interaction. P C1 ensures, that all parameters of the reference
Interaction are assigned with a value.
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Figure 5.64: Rule interactionUseTest()
Affected constraints, class: InteractionUse
[1] Actual of the InteractionUse must match Formal Gates of the referred Interaction.
Gates match when their names are equal.
This condition is checked via P AC of the rule ”insertActualGate()”.
[2] The InteractionUse must cover all Lifelines of the enclosing Interaction which appear
within the referred Interaction.
The rule ”interactionUseTest()” ensures that a Lifeline of the enclosing Interaction has to
be covered by the InteractionUse if it is connected to a role common with the referenced
Interaction.
[3] The arguments of the InteractionUse must correspond to parameters of the referred Interaction.
Arguments of InteractionUses are typed according to the parameters of the referenced Interaction because of P ACT 1 and P ACT 2 in Figure 5.59. The attribute ”order” of the argument
edge defines the connection to the parameter.
[4] The arguments must only be constants, parameters of the enclosing Interaction or attributes of the classifier owning the enclosing Interaction.
The rules ”addArgumentPar-IU()” and ”addArgument-IU()” connect a parameter of the
enclosing Interaction or a ValueSpecification as an argument to the InteractionUse. Other
argument can not be created.
Affected constraints, class: Lifeline
[1] If two (or more) InteractionUses within one Interaction, refer to Interactions with
common Lifelines, those Lifelines must also appear in the Interaction with the InteractionUses. By common Lifelines we mean Lifelines with the same selector and represents
associations.
The condition P C2 of ”interactionUseTest()” covers exactly this constraint and new Lifelines can only be created by ”createLifeline()”, if no InteractionUse is connected to the
enclosing Interaction.
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Figure 5.65: Rule interactionUse()
Combining the previous rules leads to the transformation unit ”interactionUse()” in
Figure 5.65, which creates an InteractionUse.
Gates deliver the anchor points for Messages at the border of an InteractionUse or an
Interaction. In the first case they are called actual Gates and their name shall correspond
to the Message and its direction.

Figure 5.66: Rule insertActualGate()
Connection points for Messages coming from or going outside of the Interaction are
called formal Gates and can be created by ”insertFormalGate()” in Figure 5.67. The name
of a formal Gate of an Interaction and an actual Gate of an InteractionUse have to be equal
to merge them together, such that the whole Message can be composed of the one in the
Interaction and the corresponding one of the InteractionUse.

Figure 5.67: Rule insertFormalGate()
An Message carrying an operation call may com from outside of an Interaction. The
rule ”messageCallGateInt()” generates this Message with the corresponding Event, which
calls the Operation. As the sender is not known in this context a synchronous Message
and an asynchronous Message do only differ in its attribute value of MessageSort. Used
conditions for Messages at actual and formal Gate are defined in Subsection 5.2 for general
Messages. N AC1 and N AC2 forbid the receiving OccurrenceSpecification to be covered by
an InteractionUse or a CombinedFragment, P AC1 ensures, that the recipient owns the called
Operation and P AC2 , that the used Interaction owns the receiving OccurrenceSpecification.
At the end all necessary arguments of the Message are assigned by ”insertArgs()”.
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Figure 5.68: Simple transformation unit messageCallGateInt()
The difference between sending a Signal and an operation call from a formal Gate
into an Interaction is naturally the content and the created Event type. Therefore the
rule ”messageSignalGateInt()” has only these differences in comparison to the latter rule
including the loss of the Operation specific condition P ACOP .

Figure 5.69: Simple transformation unit messageSignalGateInt()
A Message coming from an Interaction and going outside via a formal Gate is generated
by the following three rules. For sending a Signal, the Message and the sending Event are
created in Figure 5.70. P AC1 selects the correct Interaction and the negative application
conditions forbid the sending OccurrenceSpecification to be owned by a CombinedFragment
or an InteractionUse and to be blocked by a synchronized area.
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Figure 5.70: Simple transformation unit messageSignal-IntGate()
Sending an operation call from an Interaction to its formal Gate is defined in rule
”messageAsynchCall-IntGate()” in Figure 5.71. As before the Message and its corresponding sending Event are created and connected to the appropriate elements. The conditions
are exactly the same.

Figure 5.71: Simple transformation unit messageAsynchCall-IntGate()
For an synchronous Message there is one extension, apart from the difference in the
attribute MessageSort. The sender is blocked, to send any other Message after this Message
was send and until a appropriate reply is received. Therefore the rule in Figure 5.72
creates a node of the type ”Synchronization” and ensures via N AC3 , that the sending
OccurrenceSpecification is at the end of the Lifeline.
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Figure 5.72: Simple transformation unit messageSynchCall-IntGate()
Messages going from inside an InteractionUse to an outgoing actual Gate are created by
the next three rules. An asynchronous operation call is send in Figure 5.73. The sending
Event is created and the Message is connected to the enclosing Interaction and the Operation,
which shall be called. Like the rule for asynchronous Messages between Lifelines, this rule
has conditions, which forbid the sender to be blocked because of a synchronized area, which
ensure the correct ordering structure to the other Messages, and which forbid, that the
MessageEnds are parts of a CombinedFragment. P ACGate selects the before created Message
from the corresponding formal Gate of an Interaction to one of its OccurrenceSpecifications.
The attributes of this Message are copied into the new one and its Operation is connected
to the new Message. P ACOP ensures, that the recipient owns the Operation, which shall be
called and N ACIU 2 finally forbids the receiving OccurrenceSpecification to be itself covered
by an InteractionUse.
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Figure 5.73: Simple transformation unit messageAsynchCall-IUGate()

Figure 5.74: Positive application condition for rules concerning gates
The creation of a synchronous Message from an InteractionUse to an actual Gate is
defined by the rule ”messageSynchCall-IUGate()” and differs from the previous rule for
asynchronous Messages by the insertion of a synchronized area at the last MessageEnd of
the sending Lifeline, where the Message is send from.
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Figure 5.75: Simple transformation unit messageSynchCall-IUGate()
An easier case for Messages is the transport of a Signal. ”messageSignal-IUGate()” in
Figure 5.75 defines the rule for creating a Message sending a Signal from an InteractionUse
to one of its actual Gates. The process is the same as above for sending an operation call
and therefore the corresponding Message from the merged formal Gate to the Interaction,
referenced by the InteractionUse, has to be created before this rule can be applied. And
naturally this Message is connected to a Signal and not synchronized.

Figure 5.76: Simple transformation unit messageSignal-IUGate()
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The other direction for a Message inside of an InteractionUse is from an actual Gate to a
covered Lifeline. The rule in Figure 5.77 creates this Message as well as the corresponding
receiving Event and connects them to the appropriate elements. For applying this rule a
Message m2 from the corresponding formal Gate of an Interaction to a Lifeline of this Interaction has to be existent already. The conditions N AC1 , N AC2 and P AC1 ensure, that
the new Message is not send backwards or through the border of operands of a CombinedFragment and that the sending OccurrenceSpecification is not owned by an InteractionUse.
P AC2 and P AC3 select the correct Interaction and Operation and P ACGate2 the Message
m2 and copies its attribute values.

Figure 5.77: Simple transformation unit messageCallGateIU()

Figure 5.78: Further positive application condition for rules concerning gates
A Message carrying a Signal into an InteractionUse is created by ”messageSignalGateIU()”.
The rule differs from the one before only in the content of the Message and the decreased
amount of conditions, because there is no Operation in this context.
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Figure 5.79: Simple transformation unit messageSignalGateIU()
For closing a synchronized area ”messageReplyGateIU()” creates the corresponding
Message and inserts a new OccurrenceSpecification to enable the receiving object for sending.
The conditions correspond to the previous rule for sending a Signal.

Figure 5.80: Simple transformation unit messageReplyGateIU()
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Affected constraints, class: Gate
[1] The message leading to/from an actualGate of an InteractionUse must correspond to
the message leading from/to the formal Gate with the same name of the Interaction referenced by the InteractionUse.
Messages insides of InteractionUses are created by checking the correspondence of the name
and signature using the condition P ACGate or P ACGate2 .
[2] The message leading to/from an (expression) Gate within a CombinedFragment must
correspond to the message leading from/to the CombinedFragment on its outside.
There are no Gates within a CombinedFragment in LSD .

5.6

List of Simple Transformation Units

The following table constitutes all simple transformation units, which can be applied to a
graph of LSD to gain another one of LSD . Some elements of the list have names of rules.
Such a name represents a simple transformation unit, which contains only the referenced
rule.
Table 5.1: Simple Transformation Units of GGSD .
Part
Basic Elements

Messages

Simple Transformation Units
Page
createInteraction(iName:string)
53
addParameterInt(name:string,
54
pKind:PKindEnum)
createLifeline(objectName:string)
54
addOS()
55
addOSSynch()
56
createStateInvariant()
57
insertActionExecutionSpecification()
57
insertBehaviorExecutionSpecification()
58
insertAction()
59
insertArgs()
62
insertSignal(nameS:string)
63
createCreationEvent()
63
creatDestructionEvent()
63
signal()
64
asynchronous()
65
synchronous()
66
reply()
67
foundSignal()
68
foundCall(s:MessageSort)
68
foundReply()
69
lostAsynchCall()
69
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Part
Simple Transformation Units
lostSynchCall()
lostSignal()
generalOrdering()
CombinedFragments
createCombinedFragment()
createConsiderIgnoreFragment()
cf-ExtendIntOp()
cF-startOS()
iO-extendPriV()
iO-extendSecV()
iO-extendPriH()
iO-extendSecH()
iO-extendCF()
Constraints
cF-constraint()
cF-constraintValSpec()
insertValueSpecification(exp:string)
cF-loop()
Interaction Uses
interactionUse()
insertActualGate()
insertFormalGate(nameG:string)
messageCallGateInt(kind:MessageSort)
messageSignalGateInt()
messageSignal-IntGate()
messageAsynchCall-IntGate()
messageSynchCall-IntGate()
messageAsynchCall-IUGate()
messageAsynchCall-IUGate()
messageSignal-IUGate()
messageCallGateIU()
messageSignalGateIU()
messageReplyGateIU()

Page
70
70
72
73
73
73
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
83
84
89
89
89
90
90
91
91
92
93
94
94
95
96
96

After defining the abstract syntax of Sequence Diagrams in this part, the next part
”Validation and Conclusion” will show how the definition can be used and it also shows
that there is a direct correspondence between diagrams defined with GGSD and UML
Sequence Diagrams.

Part III
Validation and Conclusion
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The abstract syntax of Sequence Diagrams is defined in Part II and strongly corresponds
to the definition of UML Sequence Diagrams. Figure 5.81 describes the content of Chapter
6 and Chapter 7. As the rules of the graph grammar GGSD for LSD follow the UML
constraints, as argued at each rule in Chapter 5, the model transformation from a Sequence
Diagram of LSD to the corresponding Sequence Diagram in UML syntax is simple and
short. Whereas the reverse way is much more complex. This direction is sketched by some
selected examples, which contain the main features of Sequence Diagrams. They can be
generated by GGSD as described in Chapter 7.

Figure 5.81: Overview of Part III
At the end of this part Chapter 8 suggests how the the formal definition of Sequence
Diagrams can be used to gain practical benefits. An UML instance describes a model by
a selection of different diagram techniques. Just one view of these models is taken by
observing the Sequence Diagrams of the collection. Taking into account that all diagrams
can be more or less strongly connected to each other there may exist failures because of
an inconsistent labeling or redefined parts. Those errors can be avoided or recognized by
generating the diagrams via the graph grammar GGU M L which contains of course GGSD
but also grammars defined in other papers like GGSM = SM GG for State Machines in [12]
or GGCD mainly defined in [17] but redefined in Appendix A.
Editing a diagram via the rules of a graph grammar is not the natural process for a
developer, thus he would like to have a visual editor, which uses the rules of the grammar,
but allows him to edit the diagram in concrete syntax. Therefore the ”TIGER” project [2]
of the research group TFS at the Technical University of Berlin shall provide a designer to
specify the grammar and a generator, which automatically creates an editor for the visual
language. This editor is developed and will be integrated in Eclipse and its components
are described in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6
Model Transformation: LSD → UML
Meta-Model
The basis for the development of LSD - the language of Sequence Diagrams - has been the
UML meta-model. To achieve a strong correspondence between the new constructive and
the existing descriptive definition the type graph of GGSD goes along with most of the MOF
diagrams in the UML specification for Interactions, which are a generalization of Sequence
Diagrams. Only a few differences are present on the one hand for optimizing reasons and
on the other hand for technical reasons to respect the constraints while applying a rule of
GGSD .
Transforming an instance of LSD to an interaction of UML in abstract syntax is defined
by the transformation rules in the next section. An excerpt of the UML meta-model is
included in Section 3.2. It is restricted to Interactions and therefore shows all necessary
elements of the target language. According to this definition the following figure shows the
embedding of a transformed graph instance of LSD in the set of instances of UML.

Figure 6.1: Embedding of the transformed Sequence Diagrams in UML

A few features of UML Sequence Diagrams are not included in LSD . They are described
in Section 6.2. But nearly all useful structures can be used by the modeler as Chapter 7
shows common examples of Sequence Diagrams created by the rules of GGSD .
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Model Transformation

Instances of LSD define interactions of UML. They strongly regard its abstract syntax
such that a transformation to UML consists only by some simple rules. These either delete
some technical edges needed for the control of the editing process or they add edges to
gain bidirectional navigation possibilities out of one connecting edge.
Figure 6.2 describes also the changing conditions for the typing of an instance before
and after the transformation. At the beginning a Sequence Diagram is typed over T GU M L
or more precisely over T GSD . During the transformation process the type graph changes
to the integrated version T G0U M L , which includes T GU M L as well as all new needed edge
types gained out of the UML meta-model. At the end of the transformation the graph
has to be an instance of the UML meta-model and also has to follow all constraints. As
argued in Chapter 5 the constraints are respected and remain valid as only nodes and
edges, not present in the UML meta-model, are deleted and the new edges are just copies
of the existing ones except of the new direction and name.

Figure 6.2: Model transformation from LSD to UML
New elements of the integrated type graph T G0U M L are the edges shown in Figure 6.3.
All nodes and edges of T GU M L remain in this new graph.

Figure 6.3: Additional edges in the integrated type graph T G0U M L
The model transformation from LSD to UML starts with the deletion of the technical
edges and nodes by the rule ”deleteElements()”. The edges are necessary for the graph
grammar to restrict the insertion of new Messages. Only those are allowed, which do not
violate the ordering structure. But also nodes are deleted during the transformation. The
ones of the type Synchronization define synchronized areas for blocking an object of a Lifeline
to send Messages. These nodes and their connecting edges do not exist in the abstract
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syntax of UML Sequence Diagrams and therefore are deleted by the rule ”deleteSynch()”.
Nodes of the type OccurrenceSpecification may be existent without being connected to an
event. They are deleted by ”deleteBlindOS()” and ”deleteBlindOS()”.
Figures 6.5 and 6.4 show the sub rules and the complete rule is defined by the transformation unit in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.4: Rules for deleting OccurrenceSpecifications

Figure 6.5: Rules for deleting Synchronizations

Figure 6.6: Rule deleteElements() for the model transformation
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After deleting all nodes and edges, which are not present in the UML abstract syntax,
some edges have to be added. They allow to navigate in the opposite direction between
nodes in the instance graph. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 define the rule ”addEdges()”, which adds
all necessary edges.

Figure 6.7: Some rules for adding edges

Figure 6.8: Rules for addEdges()

Figure 6.9: Rule for addEdges()
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Figure 6.10: Rule addEdges()
The transformation from LSD to UML is complete after applying ”addEdges()” and
”deleteElements()”. Its simplicity is based on the strict conformance of the grammar
GGSD to the MOF definition of UML for interactions. Termination is guaranteed, as the
rules for adding edges can be applied only once per match and the deleting rules delete
elements of finite sets. Elements for adding and for deleting are disjoint. Therefore the
model transformation can always be performed.
Figure 6.11 shows a small example of a model transformation to the UML meta-model.
It models an interaction of two objects. A Message is send by the object of the left Lifeline
and received by the one of the right Lifeline. The transformation adds the missing edges
for bidirectional navigation: ”interaction”, ”message”, and ”coveredBy”.

Figure 6.11: Example of a model transformation to UML
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Restrictions

LSD does not cover all features of UML Sequence Diagrams till now, but nearly all, which
are interesting and common for developing systems. The restrictions consist of the following
node types and associations:
Nodes:
• A Continuation allows to define points in a Sequence Diagram, where another Sequence Diagram follows. So the second diagram has some start points which are
merged to the ending points of the first diagram.
• The InteractionOperand ”break” of a CombinedFragment allows to define a cancellation
of the Interaction of the enclosing InteractionFragment. If its guard is satisfied the
content of the break block is processed and everything of the enclosing block is
ignored. As this CombinedFragment has to cover all Lifelines of the outer fragment
many rules of GGSD have to be extended to ensure an updating of the break block
after an alteration of the outer block.
• Time- and DurationConstraints belong to common behaviors and they specify the
point in time or the duration of the sending or receiving of a Message in Interactions.
Therefore they should be connected to the ends of a Message, but the UML only
restricts the Constraint to be linked to nodes of the type ”Element”.
• A PartDecomposition is a specialization of an InteractionUse to define the internal
structure of a Lifeline. It links the ConnectableElement of the Lifeline with an extra
Interaction, which needs to contain all CombinedFragments, InteractionUses, and OccurrenceSpecifications, which cover the Lifeline, as copies. Therefore all changes in the
original Interaction would cause updates of the copies by updating rules.
• Some special Messages can not be created by GGSD . They are lost or found Messages
at the borders of InteractionUses and they are normally not used. But they could be
generated by defining 10 more rules. Alternatively the rules for creating Messages
probably can be optimized by using more transformation units to divide the creating
steps in smaller rules. By using this optimized version the rare used message types,
mentioned above, could be integrated more easily.
Associations:
• The selector of a Lifeline defines the element, which shall be described by the Sequence
Diagram, if the connected element is multivalued, like an array.
• Connectors define links between ConnectableElements. They specify the references of
the objects, which are communicating at runtime via Messages.
These missing parts will be defined in the future together with the other grammars,
which are in progress to deliver an integrated grammar GGU M L for most of the UML
diagram techniques. Apart from the mentioned restrictions some instances of Sequence
Diagrams are explicitly forbidden in LSD . They have a contradictory ordering structure,
as a GeneralOrdering can be placed wherever a developer wants, even if it is in the opposite
direction of a sequence of Messages. This leads to a model, which can not be implemented.

Chapter 7
Validation of the Graph Grammar by
Benchmarks
The first step of the validation of the grammar GGSD was done in Chapter 5 by the argumentation for each simple transformation unit to satisfy the corresponding OCL constraints
of the UML meta model. As a rule changes a graph locally at some nodes representing
objects of classes the amount of constraints that are touched is often very small. Creating
some language elements shows how this grammar generates graphs representing Sequence
Diagrams. They can be transformed easily to instances of the UML meta-model as it is
shown in Chapter 6. The following examples from the IBM Rational library [1] will be
a benchmark of the features this grammar provides as well as a further validation of its
correctness. The generation of a graph is specified by the sequence of simple transformation units that are necessary for the transformation starting with rules to produce first the
Classes and Operations, which are used in the diagram.

7.1

Synchronous and Asynchronous Messages

The very small and general example in Figure 7.1 describes an instance sending two Messages to another one. After an asynchronous Message indicated by an open arrow head,
the first instance sends a synchronous Message recognizable by a filled arrow head. Thereafter follows the sequence of simple transformation units, which generate this example. In
squared brackets are placed some information, which restrict the matches of the rules to
the denoted nodes: [nodetype = name].

Figure 7.1: Sequence Diagram with a synchronous and an asynchronous Message
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As this example is very small the abstract syntax graph is given in Figure 7.2. One
order edge is not shown. It connects the top left MessageOccurrenceSpecification with the
down right one. Also the synchronization node connecting the left Lifline with the left two
MessageOccurrenceSpecifications is left out to increase the readability.

Figure 7.2: Abstract syntax graph for the example in Figure 7.1
Table 7.1: Sequence Diagramsynchronous asynchronous
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”Object1”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”Object2”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”asynchronousMessage”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”synchronousMessage”);
Elements of the
interaction:

createInteraction(”synchronous asynchronous”);
createLifeline(”instance1”)[Class = Object1];
createLifeline(”instance2”)[Class = Object2];
asynchronous()[Operation = asynchronousM essage];
addOS()[Lif eline = instance1];
addOS()[Lif eline = instance2];
synchronous()[Operation = synchronousM essage];
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Checking the balance of an account

Figure 7.3 specifies an external object that looks up for the balance of an account. Therefore
the bank system has to look up the identity of the account, which is stored in the account
ledger, and then gets the information directly from the specific account.

Figure 7.3: Sequence Diagram for checking the balance of an account
Table 7.2: Sequence Diagram balanceLookup
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”Bank”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”AccountLedger”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertClass(”CheckingAccount”, false, false, false, false));
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getBalance”);
InsertOperationParameter(”accountNumber”, in)
[Operation = ”getBalance”];
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”retrieveAccount”);
InsertOperationParameter(”accountNumber”, in)
[Operation = ”retrieveAccount”];
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getBalance”);
Elements of the
interaction:

insertSignal(”buyersAccount”);
insertSignal(”balance”);
createInteraction(”balanceLookup”);
3x insertAction();
addParameterInt(”accountNumber”, in)[Classif ier = int];
addParameterInt(”return”, out)[Classif ier = int];
createLifeline(”buyersBank”)[Class = ”Bank”];
createLifeline(”ledger”)[Class = ”AcccountLedger”];
createLifeline(”buyersAccount”)[Class = ”CheckingAccount”];
insertFormalGate(”in getBalance”);
Continued on next page
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Table 7.2 – continued from previous page
Sequence of simple transformation units
messageCallGateInt(synchCall)[Operation = ”getBalance”];
addOS()[Lif eline = ”buyersBank”];
synchronous()[Operation = ”retrieveAccount”];
addOS()[Lif eline = ”ledger”];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = ”buyersBank”];
reply()[Signal = ”buyersAccount”];
synchronous()[Operation = ”getBalance”];
addOS()[Lif eline = ”buyersAccount”];
addOS()[Lif eline = ”buyersBank”];
reply()[Signal = ”balance”];
insertFormalGate(”out balance”);
messageSignal-IntGate()[Signal = ”balance”];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = ”buyersBank”];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = ”ledger”];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = ”buyersAccount”];
The graph for the abstract syntax of the Sequence Diagram has 53 nodes and even
more edges, so that this and the following instances are not shown.

7.3

Financial reporting system

In Figure 7.4 is described a reporting system for financal news. The financial analyst can
pick up theses information, if the security system acknowledges his access. The structural
difference in this example is the overlapping of two ExecutionSpecifications.

Figure 7.4: Sequence Diagram for collecting financial reports
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Table 7.3: Sequence Diagram financialReport

Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”FinancialAnalyst”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”ReportingSystem”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertClass(”SecuritySystem”, false, false, false, false));
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getAvailableReports”);
InsertOperationParameter(”userID”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getSecurityClearance”);
InsertOperationParameter(”userID”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”determineAvailableReports”);
Elements of the
interaction:

7.4

insertSignal(”userClearance”);
insertSignal(”availableReports”);
createInteraction(”financialReport”);
3x insertAction();
addParameterInt(”userID”, in)[Classif ier = int];
createLifeline(”analyst”)[Class = F inancialAnalyst];
createLifeline(”system”)[Class = ReportingSystem];
createLifeline(”secSystem”)[Class = SecuritySystem];
synchronous()[Operation = getAvailableReports];
addOS()[Lif eline = system];
synchronous(”userId”)[Operation = getSecurityClearance];
addOS()[Lif eline = secSystem];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = system];
reply()[Signal = userClearance];
3x addOS()[Lif eline = system];
asynchronous()[Operation = determineAvailableReports];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = analyst];
reply()[Signal = availableReports];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = system];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = system];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = secSystem];

Microwave

A common example for Sequence Diagrams is the model of a microwave given in Figure 7.5.
After starting the cooking process the a hungry person wants to achieve a delicious meal,
called ”yummyFood” in the example. While the microwave is activated it is operating
parallel: at the same time the plate with the meal is rotating and getting hot. This
procedure can be specified in the new version of UML by a CombinedFragment with an
interactionOperator assigned to parallel.
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Figure 7.5: Sequence Diagram for a microwave
Table 7.4: Sequence Diagram microwave
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”Person”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”MicrowaveOven”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”cookFood”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”nukeFood”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”rotateFood”);
Elements of the
interaction:

insertSignal(”yummyFood”);
createInteraction(”microwave”);
3x insertAction();
createLifeline(”hungryPerson”)[Class = P erson];
createLifeline(”oven”)[Class = M icrowaveOven];
synchronous()[Operation = cookF ood];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = hungryP erson];
11x addOS()[Lif eline = oven];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = oven];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = oven];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = oven];
createCombinedFragment()[o = par];
cF-extendIntOp();
cF-startOS();
4x iO-extendPriV();
iO-extendSecH();
4x iO-extendSecV();
asynchronous()[Operation = nukeF ood];
asynchronous()[Operation = rotateF ood];
reply()[Signal = yummyF ood];
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Transaction

Alternatives are probably the most fundamental control structures in formal languages.
The next example takes advantage of them. It specifies check transactions in a bank system.
After retrieving the amount of a check and the balance of the account, which the money
shall be transferred from, there are two possibilities of continuing the transaction process.
It depends on whether the balance is sufficient. In the positive case, the transaction can
be executed and a copy of the check needs to be generated. Otherwise, the transaction
will be refused causing an extra charge for the unneeded processing.

Figure 7.6: Sequence Diagram for depositing money
Table 7.5: Sequence Diagram addDebitTransaction
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”Bank”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”Check”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertClass(”CheckingAccount”, false, false, false, false));
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getAmount”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getBalance”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”addDebitTransaction”);
InsertOperationParameter(”checkNumber”, in)
InsertOperationParameter(”amount”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”storePhotoOfCheck”);
InsertOperationParameter(”theCheck”, in)
Continued on next page
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”addInsufficientFundFee”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”noteReturnedCheck”);
InsertOperationParameter(”theCheck”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”returnCheck”);
InsertOperationParameter(”theCheck”, in)
Elements of the
interaction:

insertSignal(”amount”);
insertSignal(”balance”);
createInteraction(”addDebitTransaction”);
7x insertAction();
addParameterInt(”checkNumber”, in)[Classif ier = string];
createLifeline(”bank”)[Class = Bank];
createLifeline(”theCheck”)[Class = Check];
createLifeline(”account”)[Class = CheckingAccount];
synchronous()[Operation = getAmount];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = bank];
5x addOS()[Lif eline = theCheck];
13x addOS()[Lif eline = account];
reply()[Signal = amount];
synchronous()[Operation = getBalance];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = bank];
reply()[Signal = balance];
11x addOS()[Lif eline = bank];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = theCheck];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = account];
createCombinedFragment()[o = alt];
cF-ExtendIntOp();
cF-startOS();
2x iO-extendPriH();
8x iO-extendPriV();
3x iO-extendSecH();
11x iO-extendSecV();
insertValueSpecification(”balance¿=amount”);
cF-constraintValueSpec();
asynchronous()[Operation = addDebitT ransaction];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = account];
asynchronous()[Operation = storeP hotoOf Check];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = account];
insertValueSpecification(”else”);
cF-constraintValueSpec();
asynchronous()[Operation = addInsuf f icientF undF ee];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = account];
asynchronous()[Operation = noteReturnedCheck];
Continued on next page
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page
Sequence of simple transformation units
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = account];
asynchronous()[Operation = returnCheck];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = bank];

7.6

Application for a course

Figure 7.7 defines the procedure for a register office to assign a new student into a course.
After checking, if there are any remaining past-due fees, the student may be added into
the class. The necessary costs have to be paid and the student is a new member of the
drama class.

Figure 7.7: Sequence Diagram for adding a new student to a class
Table 7.6: Sequence Diagram newStudent
Sequence of simple transformation units
InsertClass(”RegisterOffice”, false, false, false, false));
Elements of the
InsertClass(”AccountsReceivable”, false, false, false, false));
class diagram:
InsertClass(”Class”, false, false, false, false));
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getPastDueBalance”);
InsertOperationParameter(”studentID”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”addStudent”);
InsertOperationParameter(”studentID”, in)
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”getCostOfClass”);
InsertDefaultClassOperation(”chargeForClass”);
Elements of the
interaction:

insertSignal(”pastDueBalance”);
insertSignal(”classCost”);
createInteraction(”newStudent”);
Continued on next page
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Table 7.6 – continued from previous page
Sequence of simple transformation units
4x insertAction();
addParameterInt(”studentID”, in)[Classif ier = string];
createLifeline(”register”)[Class = RegisterOf f ice];
createLifeline(”ar”)[Class = AccountsReceivable];
createLifeline(”drama”)[Class = Class];
synchronous()[Operation = getP astDueBalance];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = register];
addOS()[Lif eline = ar];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = ar];
reply()[Signal = pastDueBalance];
4x addOS()[Lif eline = ar];
5x addOS()[Lif eline = drama];
2x addOS()[Lif eline = register];
createCombinedFragment()[o = opt];
cF-startOS();
2x iO-extendPriH();
10x iO-extendPriV();
insertValueSpecification(”pastDueBalance=0”);
cF-constraintValueSpec();
asynchronous()[Operation = addStudent];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = drama];
synchronous()[Operation = getCostOf Class];
addOSSynch()[Lif eline = register];
iO-extendPriV();
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = drama];
reply()[Signal = classCost];
iO-extendPriV();
asynchronous()[Operation = chargeF orClass];
insertActionExecutionSpecification()[Lif eline = ar];
addOS()[Lif eline = register];
iO-extendPriV();

7.7

Syntactic Viewpoint Consistency

Reconsidering the inconsistent example of the introduction in Chapter 1 in the two following figures one advantage of using the definition LSD of Sequence Diagrams gets evident.
The diagrams describe a class ”Person” and a class ”System”, where a person may log
in the system, if the name of the user and the password are legal. The problem for the
system ”s” in the Sequence Diagram is to determine the value of the given parameter
”pass”. There is no information, if it is a known parameter of the enclosing Interaction
and a person does not own a attribute called ”pass”. Probably the modeler wanted to use
the attribute ”pwd” of the person ”p”, but he mixed up the operation parameter of the
operation ”login” with the class attribute of ”p”. This inconsistency is hardly to locate
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at the implementation stage. The tester may not recognize the mistyping for a long time,
but wonder why every person is not allowed to log in the system.

Figure 7.8: Class diagram for the login example

Figure 7.9: Inconsistent Sequence Diagram for the login example
One working model would be the intended one of the Sequence Diagram in Figure
7.10, where the attribute value of ”pwd”, which is known at run time, is assigned to the
parameter ”pass” of the operation ”login”.

Figure 7.10: Consistent Sequence Diagram for the login example
But how can this inconsistency be avoided at the early stage of modeling? The graph
grammar GGSD is an integrated component of the grammar GGU M L , which is in development process at the research group TFS at the Technical University of Berlin. Each
component of the grammar includes an own type graph integrated in the complete type
graph T GU M L as shown in Figure 7.11.
The simple but effective solution is to distribute the creation of each node in the intersected parts of the component type graphs to only one sub grammar. All other grammars
for different diagram types just use these nodes whenever there shall be created a connection to them. A graph grammar for class diagrams was developed by Jessica Winkelmann
in [17] and the grammar GGSM = SM GG for State Machines by Tony Modica in [12].
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Class diagrams are the basis for most other diagram techniques in a modeling process and
therefore all elements typed over T GCD are exclusively created by the corresponding grammar GGCD . An element in the remaining parts of the intersection of T GS D and T GSM in
the area ”I” can be created either by a rule in T GSD or T GSM .

Figure 7.11: Overlapping between different diagram types
Figure 7.12 presents all common elements of Interaction Diagrams and State Machines
consisting of Events, Behaviors and Constraints. They can be created either by GGSD or
GGSM . Events are created exclusively by GGSD while State Machines and Interactions
are special behaviors and therefore can be created by both corresponding grammars. A
Constraint of a State Machine is independent from a Constraint in a Sequence Diagram so
that their creation is harmless to the consistency.

Figure 7.12: Intersection of T GSD and T GSM leaving out T GCD
Graph instances are typed over the corresponding type graph, but also over the composed type graph T GU M L as shown in Figure 7.13. VOCL is the Visual Object Constraint
language, which defines OCL constraints visually, and is defined in [17]. Syntactic consistency demands, that an element, which occurs in different diagrams has on the one hand
to be typed over the same element in the integrated type graph. On the other hand there
are some specific restriction, for instance an operation shall always be called the same and
its parameters shall be of the same amount, type and name in all diagrams, which use this
operation. This means in general that certain connections of elements have to be fixed
and therefore must occur in all views, which use them. This problem is related to redundancy in data bases. Therefore a perfect strategy is to prevent redundancy by dividing
the creation possibilities to the different views exclusively and only reference or link to the
corresponding other views. As defined above GGU M L follows exactly this strategy but has
also an integrated type graph as shown in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Typing compatibility of different diagrams
With regard to the example the label ”pass” has to be existent already as an attribute
of the sending object ”p” or as a known parameter by the enclosing Interaction. As the
Interaction does not own a parameter at all and the class of the Lifeline ”p” has no attribute
called ”pass” the rule ”createMessSynch()” on page 66 for creating a synchronous Message
indicated by a filled arrow head could not be applied. The editor would ask the developer
to choose the argument by the list of available attributes of ”p” and parameters of the
Sequence Diagram. Otherwise the developer could cancel the insertion of the Message,
insert an attribute ”pass” or rename the existing attribute by a rule of GGCD in the class
”Person” and repeat the creation of the Message with ”pass”.
Thus the developer is protected against these simple but heavy to locate failures in
the model. For reasons of efficiency the development process could first use standard
editors and thereafter the diagrams should be recreated automatically or by hand by a
graph grammar driven editor. An automatic version corresponds to a parser for the graph
language.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Modeling techniques are used to visualize the structure of a system and to specify the
behavior of certain components. Recent years have shown an increase the support of
models for the development process by automatic code generation. Currently these models
only create a small fraction of the full software system - although in some specialized
application domains this can be much higher. It remains to be seen in the future as to how
much of the creation of a system can come directly from the model.
From among the various specification techniques for software systems, UML has proved
to be one of the more practicable as it is widely used in industry. Unfortunately, its basis is
rather modest, since its definition is descriptive. This is particularly apparent with interactions, as many constraints are still written in natural language. The graph grammar GGSD
delivers a formal basis for a fraction of UML to gain more more precise analysis possibilities
and a direct definition for implementation. It strongly corresponds to the abstract syntax
of UML Sequence Diagrams, which model the behavior of a system and especially the
communication between objects. Aside from State Machines, they are probably the most
frequently used technique for developers to specify the dynamic behavior. Contrastingly,
structural properties are normally modeled by Class Diagrams. The language of sequence
diagrams LSD is integrated in the graph language LU M L for UML diagrams in general.
This chapter summarizes the benefits of the thesis and places it in the context of related
research projects.
Consistency A further aim for researchers of development processes is maintaining consistency between the modeled diagrams. Some inconsistencies are recognizable already at
early stages. For instance, syntactic differences between a Class Diagram and a Sequence
Diagram can be caused by different names for the same intended element. As an illustration, class ”Person” may be defined in the Class Diagram with an attribute named ”age”.
The Sequence Diagram may describe communication between an object ”p” of the class
”Person” and an object of the class ”System”. The object ”p” sends a message, which contains the attribute ”agge” for a method call. The inconsistency is the mistyped attribute,
which does not exist in the Class Diagram. As described in Section 7.7 these errors are not
possible when using the graph grammar GGSD . The basis for this are the dependencies
between GGSD and the other grammars for UML diagrams developed in the TFS research
group. Section 7.7 describes these dependencies as different viewpoints of the integrated
formal language LU M L and shows its consistency.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION

Integrated Graph Grammar Together with other grammars for UML diagrams there
will be a chance to create the integrated graph grammar GGU M L , which shall cover most of
the diagram techniques. Thus, GGSD should be extended by the elements shown in Section
6.2. The graph grammar GGSM = SM GG specifying State Machines is in development
status and will be finalized at the end of 2005. VOCL is a visual language representing
OCL constraints. Its specification in [17] includes the basic version of Class Diagrams,
which is shown in Appendix A. As OCL constraints may define additional restrictions
for UML models, this language is a suitable supplement for GGU M L . Future work on the
graph grammar GGU M L will include its application using the related research projects and
results:
Syntax directed Editor Transforming a formal specified model into program code is
the next step for automatic code generation. The first barrier is the creation of a formal
model by a developer himself. The ”TIGER” project [2] of the TFS research group at
the Technical University of Berlin shall provide a platform to put in the formal definition
of a graph grammar and generate a model-driven editor for the corresponding language
in concrete syntax. This editor allows the developer to use the visual notation, which he
is used to. Therefore the designer component allows to define the graph grammar and
the corresponding visual elements. The generator component is then able to produce an
Eclipse plug-in, which provides a syntax-directed editor.

Figure 8.1: TIGER Project
Figure 8.1 shows the components of T IGER with the import of a formal defined visual
language in the red rectangle. It is taken from the proceedings of the 20th IEEE/ACM
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE’05). The language
definition together with the concrete layout specification of the designer component are
transferred into the generator. At the end a syntax-directed editor is created, which uses the
annotated Eclipse technologies shown in the figure. It uses an own file format, containing
the type and start graph. During the editing process the graph transformation tool AGG
[15, 11] is used. Apart from the execution of typed attributed graph transformation systems
with node type inheritance it also allows analysis of the transformation system with regards
to termination and conflicts.
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The TIGER project may abolish the first barrier of a developer to specify a formal
model. But the second barrier for creating program code out of a formal model is the
creation itself. There are already some approaches for UML diagrams like FUJABA [3],
but for many application domains the horizon in this research area is still not reached.
Semantic Consistency The formal specification of UML diagrams is part of the project
IOSIP (Integration of Object-Oriented Software Specification Techniques and their ApplicationSpecific Extension for Industrial Production Systems) aided by the German Research Society (DFG) in the Priority Program Software Specification. A formal semantic is planned
to be applied using Object-Oriented Transformation Systems (OOTS) - defined in [9]. Semantic inconsistencies may be detectable by analyzing the semantic models of different
diagram techniques. Figure 8.2 shows the different views of an integrated model, defined
in visual specification techniques. Each viewpoint specification has a corresponding set of
OOTSs, which define their semantics. If no common model exists, the analysis fails and
there is an inconsistency between the views or even a single view has no model.
Specs

OOTS

Figure 8.2: Semantic consistency
Beside the Object-Oriented Transformation Systems in Berlin, there is another approach of a semantics for UML diagrams using transformation systems. The research group
Theoretical Computer Science at the University of Bremen translates UML diagrams in
concrete syntax to graph transformation systems. This process is currently realized by an
implemented generator shown in Figure 8.3. These systems can be analyzed and simulated.
As an UML diagram may be combined with OCL constraints, to specify more restrictions,
these constraints can be checked using the tool ”USE” [14]. A simulation can show, if
the behavior of the model corresponds to the requirements defined before. This semantics
has been applied to some examples, but as the transformation of a UML diagram to the
semantic transformation system is presently not formally defined.
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Figure 8.3: Semantics via graph transformation
The practically feasible automatic transformation of general specifications in UML to
corresponding implementations may be possible in the future. As described above there
are some approaches including the TIGER project, but the further path may include some
stones, which are unknown today. Using a formal basis will certainly reduce this risk.

Part IV
Appendix
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Appendix A
Graph Grammar for Class Diagrams
The following graph grammar for a simplified version of UML class diagrams was mainly
defined by Jessica Winkelmann in [17]. It is extended in some points and therefore also includes a simple transformation units. Thus the grammar GGCD = (AT GICD , ST UCD , SGCD )
is a controlled graph grammar. SGCD = {∅}, AT GICD is the type graph in Section A.1
and the simple transformation units of ST UCD consist mainly of units including just one
rule, but in the case of ”InsertGeneralization()” and ”InsertGeneralizationCl()” also show a
controlled structure. Therefore the two rules ”General()” and ”Generalization()” are helping rules and do not occur separately in ST UCD as encapsulated simple transformation
units.

A.1

Type graph

Class Diagrams model the structure of a system and therefore consist mainly of Classifiers
their Assoziations and their features. The Classifiers may also be linked by Generalization
relations for specifying the inheritance. Classes are a specialization of Classifiers to define
a class of objects at runtime. Features of them are on the one hand Attributes for storing
information and Operations for executing some behavior or some actions. An AssociationClass is a special association including the properties of a Class to provide for instance also
Attributes. A Class may have roles, which represent some specific properties, which imply
specific behavior of the corresponding objects. Another special Classifier is a Signal, which
may also have Parameters. The edge ”general” in the type graph allows to define multiple
inheritance without cycles with the rules in Section A.2.
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NamedElement
name : string

general
child

Classifier
TypedElement
type

Generalization

isRoot : bool
isLeaf : bool
isAbstract : bool

parent

AssociationEnd
participant

Attribute
ownerScope : ScopeKind
visibility : VisibilityKind
multiplicity : Multiplicity
changeability : ChangeableKind
targetScope : ScopeKind
ordering : OrderingKind
initialValue : Expression

Parameter
kind : PKindEnum
parameter
_________
order:int

parameter
_________
order:int

DataType

Signal

isNavigable : bool
ordering
aggregation
targetScope : ScopeKind
multiplicity : Multiplicity
changeability : ChangeableKind
visibility : VisibilityKind
connection

feature

Class
Association

isActive : bool
Operation
ownerScope : ScopeKind
visibility : VisibilityKind
isQuery : bool
concurrancy : ConcurrancyKind
isRoot : bool
isLeaf : bool
isAbstract : bool
specification : string

feature
AssociationClass
role
ConnectableElement

Figure A.1: Type graph of class diagrams

A.2

Rules and Simple Transformation Units

Beside the type graph the controlled graph grammar GGCD contains also the following
simple transformation units. Most of the following rules represent also simple transformation units, which contain only one rule. Three of them are excepted because they are
used to define two more complex simple transformation units. They are: ”General()” and
”Generalization()”.
The basic elements of a Class Diagram are DataTypes and Classes, which can be created
by the next two rules.

Figure A.2: Rule InsertDataType()

A.2. RULES AND SIMPLE TRANSFORMATION UNITS
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Figure A.3: Rule InsertClass()
A feature of a Class may be an Attribute which is also typed, where Classes shall not
have two Attributes with the same name (N AC). Figure A.4 shows the rule for creating
an Attribute.

Figure A.4: Rule InsertClassAttribute()
For executing behavior or actions a Class may also provide Operations, which are created
by the rule ”InsertClassOperation()”.

Figure A.5: Rule InsertClassOperation()
The connection between Classes is specified by Associations, which have special nodes
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at their ends: AssociationEnds. They are created in Figure A.6 and the condition N AC
forbids more than one Association with the same names of the created elements.

Figure A.6: Rule InsertAssociation()
A special case of Associations delivers the rule ”InsertAssociationClass()”, which creates
an AssociationClass to provide for instance also attributes. As before multiple defined
Associations with the same name connecting the same Classes are not allowed by N AC.

Figure A.7: Rule InsertAssociationClass()
Associations, which connect more than two Classes need the rule ”InsertAssociationEnd()” to define the additional ends, where their names are not allowed to be used
already for the used Association.

A.2. RULES AND SIMPLE TRANSFORMATION UNITS
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Figure A.8: Rule InsertAssociationEnd()
The rule in figure A.9 adds a Parameter into an Operation and takes care, that there is
not defined a Parameter for this Operation with the same name.

Figure A.9: Rule InsertOperationParameter()
For multiple generalization relations without cycles the edge ”general” shows the flat
generalization between all nodes, which are connected via a path of Generalizations. The
rule ”General()” calculates this flat relation and is applied after a Generalization was inserted. The condition P AC ensures, that there is a path between the Classifiers.
General()
LHS
1 : Classifier

RHS
1 : Classifier

NAC=
RHS

PAC1

1 : Classifier
parent

2 : Classifier

general

2 : Classifier

PC=
PAC1 xor
PAC2

: Generalization
child
2 : Classifier

PAC2

1 : Classifier

general
: Classifier
general
2 : Classifier

Figure A.10: Rule General()
Figure A.11 shows the rule ”InsertGeneralization()” for inserting a generalization between two existing classifiers. The condition N AC1 forbids more than one Generalization
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between the same Classifiers, N AC2 demands, that the Classifiers are different, and N AC3
ensures, that there is not already a generalization relation in the reverse direction.

Figure A.11: Rule InsertGeneralization()
The following rules are just a simple form of the previous ones, where some attributes
of the nodes are predefined.

Figure A.12: Rule InsertDefaultAssociation()

A.2. RULES AND SIMPLE TRANSFORMATION UNITS

Figure A.13: Rule InsertDefaultAssociation()

Figure A.14: Rule InsertDefaultAssociationEnd()
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Figure A.15: Rule InsertDefaultClassifierAttribute()

Figure A.16: Rule InsertDefaultClassifierOperation()
All simple transformation units together for the set ST UCD of the controlled graph
grammar GGCD .

Appendix B
Zusammenfassung
Die Benutzung von Modellierungstechniken fr Softwareentwicklungsprozesse bildet die Grundlage, um Systeme zu entwickeln, welche zum einen in ihrer Gre variabel und zum anderen
whrend der gesamten Laufzeit leicht zu warten sind. Im letzten Jahrzehnt entwickelte
sich die Unified Modeling Language UML zur Standardmodellierungssprache in der Informatik. Sie bietet verschiedene Diagrammtypen zur Modellierung von Softwaresystemen
und ist dabei definiert ber ein integriertes Metamodell.
Diese Diplomarbeit schafft eine formale Basis fr den UML-Diagrammtyp Sequenzdiagramme, um Konsistenz sicherzustellen, aber auch die Mglichkeit einen syntaxgesteuerten
Editor fr diese Diagramme automatisch zu generieren. Dazu werden Sequenzdiagramme
mit Hilfe von Graphtransformationen definiert. Eine Graphgrammatik liefert die Regeln,
mit denen diese Diagramme erzeugt werden knnen. Dabei wird der kategorielle Ansatz
von DoublePushouts verwendet, fr welchen bereits reichhaltige Analysetechniken vorhanden sind und in Kombination mit Kontrollstrukturen ermglichen die Regeln komplexe
Graphstrukturen zu erzeugen. Hierzu werden gesteuerte Graphgrammatiken definiert und
angewendet.
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Die selbständige und eigenhändige Anfertigung dieser Diplomarbeit versichere ich an Eides
statt.

Berlin, den 28. Oktober 2005
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